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In Our 97th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon. lanuary 2 1976 ,
ti

Accident Early Thursday
Claims Life of Local Man
.•
•

,
•

Callowey County recorded its first
traffic death of the new year in a two-car
accident early Thursday which claimed
one life and injured two other persons.
Jerry F. Thompson,33, Route Four,died
about an hour after he was fatally injured
in an a :cident about two miles west of
Murray. on Highway 94, near the Oaks
Road.
Jerry L. White, of Murray was listed as
the driver of the other vehicle on state
police reports. He was released from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

yesterday, according to hospital
authorities.
Suzanne Thompson, a passenger in the
Thompson vehicle, was fisted in
satisfactory condition this morning at the
local hospital.
Thompson is survived by the widow,
Suzanne Myers Thompson; his mother,
Mrs. Myr* Thompson, of Puryear; a
daughter, Deena, and a son, Jay Franklin
;
one sister, Vanita Paschall, of Puryear;
and two brothers, Joe of Hazel, and Van of
Puryear.

Funeral services are incomplete, and
friends may cat after three p. m. today.
Two persons were injured in another
one-car accident Wednesday night, 2.2
miles west of Dexter on the Charles Taylor
Road.
State Police identified The driver as
Donnie G. Hargrove, Route One Dexter._. 4•1
who wes listed in satisfactory condith.•
today at the Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
A passenger, Teresa Garland, Route One,
Almo, was listed in serious condition at.
Lourdes.

Checks Totaling $1.88 Million
Going To White House Hopefuls
WASHINGTON (Al') - The Treasury
President Ford was to receive $V4,422
today began handing out checks totaling
and Democrat Terry Sanford was to
$1.88 million to 11 presidential candidates,
receive $214,050.
the first ever to get direct taxpayer sub,
Initial checks of $100,000 each are going
sidies for their campaigns.
to Republican Ronald Reagan and
The first to claim his money was the one
Democrats Birch Bayh, Jimmy Carter,
erlso also is the biggest initial recipient,
Fred Harris, Henry M. Jackson, 'Morris
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., whose check
Udall, George Wallace and Sargent
totaled $492,029.84.
Shriver. These candidates are claiming an
, Bentsen's check was tined over to his
additional $4.3 million, but auditors from
aide, Robert Thomson, after Thomson
the Federal Election Commission are still
' ned his name to a receipt and showed
reviewing the claims.
identification. The check was a standard
Campaign emissaries planned to pick up
. kreen, punch-card Treasury check like the
the checks today at the Treasury
nes taxpayers receive for income tax
Department.
efunds.
The money is being paid under a law
Second in line to pick up a check was
providing for partial public finanCfng of
alter T. Skallerup Jr. of Sen. Henry M.
4Presidential campaigns. Under the law,
ackson's campaign.
James C. Neely, an assistant controller Ate government matches small„ private
&nations raised by candidates. The funds
the Bureau of Government Financing,
come from persons who voluntarily
id the other checks would be held until
designate on their federal income tax
Let in the afternoon and then put in the
return that $1 of their taxes ma* be used
'ii if they weren't picked up.
for the purpose.
The only major presidential candidate
who has yet to qualify for federal subsidies
is Democrat Milton J. Shapp,ispvernor of
Pennsylvania.

. oath To.IL.
ontinues
o Mount

The New Year's holiday weekend traffic
ath toll across the nation continued to
t today, with winter weather alcting driving conditions over a wide area
the nation.
A total of 150 persons had been reported
'lied by the prenoon hours.
Snow and freezing drizzle hampered
vet in the Rockies, the northern and
tral Plains and a large part of the
idwest.
The National Safety Council estimated
between 350 and 400 persons might die
affic accidents in the holiday period
at began at tp.m. local time Wednesday
ends at midnight Sunday.
The Associated Press counted 426 traffic
aths over the most recent four-day New
ar's weekend,in 1973.
ring last week's four-day Christmas
liday period, 397 persons died, the lowest
hway toll for a Christmas weekend of
t t length since The Al' began counting
ffic fatalities in 1946.

To qualify for federal funds, a candidate
must first . raise at least $100,000 in
donations of $250 or less, including at least
$5,000 in each of 20states.
The government then will match up to
$250 of every donation the candidate can
prove he received.
Plans far the federal money differed
from campaign to campaign. The Udall
camp earmarked kfor dtgegate-hunting in
Iowa, campaigning in pdtuaries in New
Hampshire and Massaclatsetts and for
reviving Udall's dormant direct-mail
appeals for private donatiOns, which in
turn could qualify. Udall tos even more
federal matching money.
Sanford's campaign, which has been
running in the red, planned to use the
money to pay bills. "Its going to bring us
out of the hole," said a spokeswoman. Any
leftover cash will' go to campaigning in
New Hampshire and North Carolina,
Sanford's do-or-die contest.
Bentsen's money was slated for primary
campaigning in Mississippi, Oklahoma
and South Carolina. Reagan's money will
be spent -just Ate any other money we
have raised,"-..sidd Loren Smith, chief
lawyer for the Reagan campaign.
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FATALITY ---Jerry f. Thompson. Route four, was fatall ,4hiured when his car fabo
Whitifbelowf-hcest of Murray onthgh way 94 early New Year's Day
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'It Was The Kind Of Curse
That:No One Took Lightly'
ST. LOUIS(AP)- On New Year's Day
Inside the box the grandchildren found
of 1876, Ezeriah Williamson Hoopes of brochures , advertising sewing
machines,
Philadelphia wrote a curse on a simple scales, harvesting equipment,
yellowed
pine box in which was placed memorabilia newspapers, a silk hat and a "Centenn
ial
of the nation's centennial.
doll baby."
The curse, to last until Jan. 1, 1976,
remember my aunt when shewas a
declared: "If any dare this box invade, very old lady, told. me about how my
Ere five score years save one, By heaviest grandfather had the box made," Thomas
curse be on him laid, He ne're shall have a Hoopes said. "He sealed it up with nails
son, But in old age shall on the world be after each member of the family had made
thrown, Without a friend, Unhonored and Contributions ... letters for posterity telling
unknown."
something of their lives and about life in
For 100 years the Hoopes family honored general."
Ezeriah's wishes. But at 2 p.m. Thursday, The grandfather, a Philadelphia acthe box was opened by his grandchildren, countant who died in 1903, sealed the box
Dr. Alban Williamson Hoopet of Oneonta, with nails and applied two wax seals.
N.Y., and Dr. Thomas T. Hoopes of St. Thomas Hoopes said no one in the family
Louis.
was tempted to open the chest early.
"It was largely more or less what we had "No, that wouldn't have been the right
expected," said Thomas Hoopes,a curator thing to do," the 78-year-old man said. It
of the St. Louis Art Museum from 1936 to was the kind of curse, he implied, that
1964, of the box's contents.'
nobody wanted to take lightly.
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Touch Of Tragedy Len ,To New
Year By Fires, Airplan Crash..
,

America ushered in the New Year with
parades.Bicen Lemuel events and the usual
football games. But fires in the United
States and an airline Crash anda cafe fire
overseas lent a touch of tragedy to the new
year.
And others had to cope with a,storrn that
dumped 19 inches of snow on parts of
Wyoming and Nebraska.
As millions Of American* sat hoine
Thursday to watch 11 hours of televised
football, nearly 1.4'million,spectators lined
the streets of Pasadena, Calif., for the 87th
annual Tournament of Roses parade.
Police said it was the largest crowd in the
pageant's history.
In Philadelphia, early risers and those
who stayed up all night made a pilgrimage
43 the new home of the Liberty Bell on
the
first day of the nation's Bicentennial.
The famed bell- was removed from
Independence Hall early Thursday and
placed in a newly built pavilion designed to
accomodate the millions of vistors ex- fleeted in 1976. ,
In Washington, President and Mrs. Ford
welcomed the new year in quiet fashion.
Ford caught up on some paper Work in his

Unemployment
Here Below.
State Averages
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TWO INIURfIT- Two persons were injured in this one-car accident Wednesday night 22 mites west of Dexter.
The (Jr
s driven by Donnie Hargrov#, according to State Police.
Photo by xei.14 Tiber<

Calloway County unemployment is well
below the averages for the region and for
the state, accordin' g to Department for
Human Resources statistics.
Calloway unemployment is listed at 5.6
per cent, as -compared to 7.2 per cent for
the region ,and 7cl per cent for the state
during thetzionth of NOriember.
The highest rate in the Western Kentucky region was recorded in Marshall
County, at 14.3 per cent. The highest in the
state were Powell County with 18.9 per
ceta and Lee County, tfL8..The lowest
Harrison County with 3.8 per cient
unemployment.
November was the third consecutive ,
month that unemployment dropped in the
state, according to DHR figures.

Oval Office, signed some bills, theo spent
part of the day,Thursday like millions of
others- watching football.
Southern California had some Of the
oddest weather. Snow fell Thursday at San
Diego for the first time since Dec. 13, 1967,
,butit melted almost as soon as it landed.
A morning earthquake centered ?A miles
east of Los Angeles was reported by the
California Institute . of Technology. There
were, no reports of'. injuries, or property
damage.
Pope paid VI opened the Year appealing
for lasting peace.
i
"Nothing can be for niati's Well-being
unless people liv.in herrneny: resPec
each others' rights'ind engage in friend]
discussion and constructive talks," The 7
year-old pontiff told a gathering in St
,PetersSquare ThursdTy.
For some, the first day of 1976 will
remembered as a day oPtragedy.
Fires swept tl*ouMh homes from Ne
England to the'West Coast on New ?ear'

and -!rat rairsday,hitting mire tbarZ
persorwi. Marty of the victims were
.1dren, end 'Grime of them perished While
watceleb
retioni
parents were
•
ent
sey4
tworoprn cafe in ,
A party at a
LouViere. Belgium, endedwith 16 dead
a 33 whited when a flash fire stampeded
velefS, and a Lebanese jetlinere,crashed
o a Saudi\desert in Lebanon Thursday.
ling all fppersons,aboard.
acy Coedy, 2, was killed in a Maryville.
when the top porhoh of an
ce
,tom
ne fell, crushing his head and
t. The boy's parents were taking
a New Year's visit to the grave of his
tIjeranclitiother.'
n OSine places, the New Year remained
violent as the ma.
n.Portugal. national guardsmen fired
'a crowd at Oporto. killing Hirer
ilians. In 'Northern Ireland, terrortsi.
bs in Catholic and Protestant. pubs
three drinkers and injured others
•

TVA Repo
Power Sal
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API:- The Ten
nessee Valley Ahthority seys it had

reCord,$12
101
-"jthe

rete

bookkieft y

In ill: annua16rilse
COn
alUsZ
, said its net income was'6103.4 Million
the lowest in five years.
The agency attributed the one per cen
operating margin to increased costs
mainly for coal.
0
The host of coal went from less than $9
ton in June 1974 to more than $1,0 a ton
year later,TVA said.
"The averege residential rate paid b
homes served by TVA power incre
almoat half-a-cent per kilowatt!
reaching 2.1 cents ( per KWH)
.u J
1976.::$bg_r$P.O.rt.said.,
"However, this was still only abept
per cent of the national average, Of . 3
cents,!' the report added.
Additionally, TVA said its 4bt to pay f
wiliersystem tmprovethents utereafted
t•

- 1
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Record
kevenue. .
million *additional bonds and mtes
WET sold at interest littes ranging froits.
8.35
ceitt to 6.7 per cent.
...etlintipst__ctiar4es, on' ac-')
ted debt silo& totaled 1229 mil•
A' àì.'if used it; net eatn
;v.
•re
tfie U.S. Treasury ri..01Ilion,qt1 the'
a
xunately $1.5 billion aesoprted,I.4 e°
it pr
to 1959 when Cong,ress reqUired ft i.s
a/
to
in its own financing.,
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46iitiitedding of Miss Amy
Wi!sottXiSpperson, daughter of
„ Dr. and Mrs. William I3urrus
Apperson, of Meridian, Miss.,
-̀ri and William Dennis Valentine,
of Columbus, Mississippi, son of
Mr. and Mrs. iAlbert Dudley
Valentine, c! Meridian, was
beautifully solemnized on
Saturday evening, December
27, at Seven o'Slock, at the First
Christian Church in Meridian.
The bride's father, pastor of the
church, officiated with Father
. Frank Corcoran.
Qthi ,cbride is the grandA
s
.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Apperson, of Mayfield, who
attended the weddings,.
Nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Howard Hickman,
organist, Miss Shirley Sanders,
soloiit, and Keith Beddingfied,
trumpeter.
For the ceremony, the
Shancel held two brass candleabras and the chancel rail
was draped in smilax. The
Sanctuary windows held
arrangements of della lilies and
.
smilax.
Bride's Deena'
The bride wore a candlelight.
duchess satin gown,designed on,
princess lines, with a sheer yoke
outlined by Chantilly lace. Long
sleeves ended in points at the
wrist, and the skirt extended to
form a cathedral train. Her veil,
„.., of cathedral length, was
..117
outlined in Chantilly lace, and
attached to a Shaker cap.
She carried a presentation
bouquet of calla lilies and
baby's breath.
Attending the bride as maid of
hiror was her sister, Miss Ann
Apperson. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Gordon Sterling, Jr., sister
of the hridegroom, Mrs.
Michael Flautt, Mrs. Thomas
Hughes, Miss Nancy Sherrard,
'and Miss LaDonna Campbell.
,
They we floor-length gowns
" nf forest green, with waistlength jackenisfashioned with
back yokes. Their bouquets
• were :of white poinsettias and
- baby's breath,

P4613 TI

Mr. and Mrs.

congra ulate and reminisce Green, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Joe
minis, nuts, and punch were
`Sunday., November 30, was a
with
couple who were P. (Jerline) Coleman, New
and
served.
Mr.
happy occasion for
Marti
1,1915 by Concord,
on
December
Mrs.
Charles
Green,,ehose a fitshia
Mrs. !Charlie A. Green when
Rey. B k Williams.
(Berline)
Allbritten,
Murray,
they : celebrated their 60th
dress accented by a cyrnbiditurs
are Mrs., Mrs. Roger ( Betty) Harris,
Children
Thei
an
with
anniversary
and
Mr.
Green
corsage
orchid
wedding
:,;„
Gadsden, Ala.; and Mrs.
wore a white ,carnation. The Norene Green, Paris, Tenn.;
open house in their home on
11 Green, Buchanan, Gordon (Judy) Hans, Manson,
carsages'were token gala from Miss
Atotne 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,frarii
Iowa.
their ten 'children istio hosted Tenn., Route Two; Mrs.
two until five o'clock.
The Greens have 35 grandWendell Alma) Green, Taylor,
_
the occasion.
Upon arrival guests were
and 20 great grandchildren
(Mary)
Henry
Mrs.
Mich.;
Beverly
Mrs.
registered by
A money "tree. was also
anite City, Ill.; Mrs. children. A son, Carter Ray
Underwood, granddaughter of presented them from the Byrd,
(Evelyn) Wood, Green died in 1944 while serving
the couple. The serving table children , and families, Many Wallac
Charles W. in the Army.
Tenn.;
Whitloc
was covered with a white, other gifts received from the
an
tablecloth;
and
friends
d
visiting
relatives
handcrochete
arrangement of, chrysan- were displayed by Miss Donna
cen- Harris,a granddaughter.
A. D. Valentine served as best themums served as
cake
tiered
three
One hundred ten ,friends and
A
terpiece.
Gordon
were
man. Groomsmen
green, relatives
earner by, to
Sterling, brother-in-law of the decorated-in yellow and
•
Chieorelli,
James
bridegroom,
Larry Reese, Jima Helveston,
and Bill Curtis.
' Reception
A reception was held
following the ceremony, at the
church.
At the guest register was Miss
Kate Apperson cousin of the
bride of Murray, Kentiieky, and
assisting in serving were Mi.sses
Gusts Howell, Susan Curtii,,'
DEARj ABBY: I am a 15-year-old girl. You see, my sister
Edwards, Sheila
Jorene
pre ant when she was 16, and she had an abortion.
got
and
Wilson
Jennifer
Sullivan,
all hear from my parents is, "We are not going to
Now,
Emily Apperson, also a cousin
ou what we took off your sister!"
off
take
of the bride, of Murray.
Abby, am not my sister. I would like to be able to have
Out-of-town guests at the
company over to the house, but my parents won't allow it.
wedding, in addition to the
If a boy • ppens to come over, they tell me if I don't send
bride's grandparents were her
bim awn , they will.
uncle Walter Apperson, Mrs.
I don't want to have to sneak and have the boys come to
DONNA HERNDON is serving as
girl 'end's house to see me, but that is the only way I
Apperson and daughters Kate
my
of
area
the
one of three mayors in
a guy. I have never given my parents a reason
win ever
and Emily, of Murray,and Mrs.
Fort Knox. She was elected in the
but they do.
me,
t
distru
the
of
aunt
Harold St. Aubin,
fall elestion, but had been filling
;Isn't t ere some way I can convince them that I won't do
bride, Mr. St. Aubin and sons of
Ste my ister did?
that post since mid-summer. Mrs.
Betheada, Maryland.
OVERPROTECTED
Donna
former
the
Herndon,
The couple left for a wedding
‘r•
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Grogan,
trip to Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
DEAR 'ER: Your problem is one that many girls have,
Leon Grogan of Murray Route
the bride traveling in a beige
and
it la • sly unfair. Your parents should not punish you
Eight, is a graduate of Murray High
knit suit with brown acfor what our sister did.
School and Murray State Univerli)o not • eak. If you do and are caught, they will have
Cessories, and an orchid co'-, „
n to deny you company.
good re
sity. She received her M. A. in
sage.
Guidance Counseling at Western
They will reside in Columbus,,.
DEAR BBY: I am 25 and my ex-husband is 33, We
State University, Bowling Green, in
Mississippi.
divorced for 14 months, but we're still living
have
W.
C.
husband,
Her
August.
just never got up the nerve to kick him out
together.
CARBONATED WATER .
(Woody) Herndon, is a captain in
,
's kind Of helpless.
because
Carbonated soda water is a-,
the Army and they reside with
n't want me to have any friends. In fact, he yells
He d
super cleaner for spills — both'
if! leave t e house. I am an excellent cook and housekeeper,
their two children, Melissa, age
on carpets and Upholstery and
threehot meals a day. I do all the yard work,
and serve
seven, and Roger, age five, at Fort
clothing. Bic:it the milli quickly
and even e painting and house repairs. All he wants to do
Knox. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
with an old towel, then apply the
after wor is sit in' front of the IN and drink beer
C. W. Herndon, of Murray.
We wer married for four years and never had any kids.
soda with a clean cloth, rubbing „
with her commissioners,
Working
1He
can't tend them.)
as briskly as the fabric will
Mrs. Herndon bas expanded
He har y ever makes love to me, and when hedoes he
allow.
ly himself. If I complain, he gets med.
recreational activities, developed
satisfies
THREE R'S
He nev compliments me and never wants to take me
a more active security and bike
The three "R's" of cooking to
runs with his friends whenever he feels like it. '
out. But
safety program, established active
,
conserve the fullest nourishme to leave him, Abby. I love him.
Don't
coortfination with engineers conARK.'
LLE,
RUSSELLVI
are:
ment a food has to offer
cerning contract work, gotten
Reduce the amount of _water
items added at the CommiSsary
SS: If you want to live together, why did you,
DEAR
used in cooking; redUce the
initiate other
helped
and
Annex,
•?
divor
get
length of the cooking period;
programs. Mrs. Herndon serves as
As I see t, you are merely living with a man who treats
and reduce the amount of food
k and housekeeper. Obviously, you aren't
as a
you
Knox
Fort
the
of
t
vice-presiden
exposed.
area
surface
wouldn't have written to me. Insist that he
ou
or
happy,
spare
her
in
and
School Board
Vegetables, especially, if
counseling and shape up, or ship out.
some
get
either
time sings with the group, "On
cooked too long or in too much
What's to "love" in a man like him?
Corps."
water, will lose nutrients unnecessarily.
DEAR 'BBY: My sister and I are moving into an
apartment soon. Mom and Dad are giving us a lot of
furniture t ey won't be needing, so we're all set there, but
we don't
ye any kitchen equipment.
We can afford to buy things like a toaster, coffee pot,
electric ir. , Sots, pans and utensils. Also, there are
potholders ':nd other kitchen gadgets we'll need but can't
lay out th money to buy.
My sis a d I thought of throwing our own,"Got A New
Apartmen but Don't Have Any Kit hen Equipment"

HIS CIA CODE NAME IS CONDOR.
IN THE NEXT SEVENTY-TWO HOURS
ALMOST EVERYONE HE TRUSTS
WILL TRY TO KILL HIM.

Pa1rents Punish Girl
Fort Sins of Sis

Party.
My Mo says it would be too much like a bridal shower
and it Ivo dn't be right.
'Abby,iv 're going to have enough trouble paying our rent
bills without the added expense of all the
and groSe
kitchen stu f we need. What do you Chink of our party idea?
NEEDING THINGS

Special Activities
For Senior Citizens
Planned During Week
Activities for the Senior will meet at the Salem Baptist
Citizens of Murray and Church with Elizabeth Jones to
Callostay County have, been teach the lesson on making doll
planned, for the coming week, tissue box covers. For Anaccording to the schedule formation or transportation call
released by the local Senior' 7534191
Bowling for senior citizens at
Citizens office.
Shopping trips for persons' fifty cents per game will be at
who live in the county to Murray Corvette Lanes at 1:30 p.m. For
and the shopping centers will be transportation call 753-0929 by
Monday at 1:30 p. m. Persons 11:30a. in.
should call the office, 753-0929,
Thursday
in. for tranby 11:30
at one p. in. the
Thursday
On
sportation.
New
Lynn, Grove Senior Citizens Senior Citizens of the
will
area
Hamlin
and
Concord
desiring transportation for
of Mrs.
shopping to Roses and Kroger _meet at the home
Shores.
should call Jan Maddox, 753- Robert Taylor, Keniana
The Ella Center in Murray
8193, by 8,:30 a. m. Monday.
on
The Kirksey Senior Citizens will open at ten a. m.
at
devotion
the
with
Thursday
will meet at the Kirksey United
cards,
1976
discount
m.„
a.
19:30
m
p.
one
at
Church
Methodist
Monday. For information call issued at 10:30a. m.,sack lunch
at noon, table genies such as
Jan Maddox at 753-8193.
cards, checkers, of a
scrabble,
l'uesday
On Tuesday at ten a: m.'the s new dart game at one psm.,and
Ellis Center will open with the - _center close at 3:15 p. M.
Friday
devotion at 10:05 a. m., 1976 ,
shopping for
On
Friday
discount cards issued at 10:30 a.
Ms,sack lunch at 11:30 a. in., Murray senior citizens will be
held as follows: To Roses and
terielrf at three p. m.
The Arts Val Crafts group Kroger's from 930 to 10:30 a.
will meet ;at the Dexter Com- m.,and downtown and Parker's
munity Center at 9:3(Sa, m. on from 10:30 tos11:30 a. in., call
753-0929 by nine a. in.; to Big K,
Tuesday.
•
downtown, and Parker's
Wednesday
Grocery from '12:30 to fons,,,p.s
On Wednesday at 1:30 p.
the Lynn Grove Senior Citizens pircall 753-0929 by 11:310a. hi,

Shoopi
Citizens
from 9:
downtoi
Grocery
a.m., am

and Par
p.m. C.al
Goldel
today, Is
Sat
A how
and Mrs.
will be
United
seven p.
trailer 1
Friday n
Murray
a family
Triangle
VFW I
noon at O.
80J

Recepti
Dr, and!
family *
hall of thi
at eight p
Monthl
be held
Baptist C
Ma
Ctiapte
meet wit
Stubblefl
Execu'
Murray
meet at 1
a.m.

Kathie
Baptist
nwetwl
man at 7:
Lottie
Baptist
meet I
Outland 1

..,pprtsuiear
Prici

Mattel
at the AA

Blouses

Fad &Viktor<

..tve4ters
2 Off
1
/

Lingerie
1 3 Off
/

EEDING: Skip the party. But do visit your
will or Salvation Army store and see what is:
secondhand but good-as-new appliances.
rite letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
everly Hills, Calif. 90212. for Abby's booklet
'te Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a,
!dressed. stamped 120e) envelope.

H pital
R port

0010

U40•11,1111111 NMI,*WI

December 29,
I
Adults 125
Nursery 2
ADMISSIONS
NO NEWBO
AIS
DIS
Johnny Bla fan, 506 N. 1st.,
Murray, Olen . Judd, Rt. 6,
Murray, M . Thelma L.
Murray, Mrs.
• Rogers, Rt.
mpkins, Rt. 1,
Carolyn K.
'Cottage Gro e, Tn., Mrs.
cCuLston, 608
Minoru' A.
Pine, Murray Mrs. Colic C.
Simmons, Box 4, Hazel, Joseph
5, Itox 215,
R. 'Lassiter,
, M. Elkins
Murray, Ja
Rt. , Box 110, Almo,
(expired,
1
Raymond Dix (expirtd), Rt.
-5, Box 2022, Mu ay.

Next to Corvette Lanes

17 Main

_Sale qart.I.Tuesday,DeOptb__

jeans 20%

"''-

30% Off
Sweaters 40% off
Tops

Large Selection

Antique all
Murray Ky.

lonordo P no Co.
Paris, an.

Tops 50% Off
Bags 30% Off

•

) Baptist Jones to
king doll
For niition call

tizens at
111 be at
). m. For
41929 by.
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Your Store
Of Bargains!

re.,. COMMUNITY
•
CALENDAR
Ellis Center will open at
a.,,
m. for senior citizens with 1976
discount cards issued at 10- a.
m. and sack lunch at 11:30 m.

Mesday,January 5
Shopping for senior citizens
who live in county to Murray
will be at 1:30 p.m. Call 753-0929
by 11:30 a.m. for transportation.

Friday,January 2
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Krogers
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., to
Parker's
and
downtown
Grocery from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m., and to Big K, downtown
y at 12:30
and Parker's
p.m. Call 7534029.

Lynn Grove senior citizens'
shopping will be at 8:30 a.m.
and call Jan Maddox at 753-8193
Golden Age Club will not meet by 8:30 a.m.
today, but will meet January 9.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
Saturday,January 3
meet at Kirksey United
A household shower for Mr. Methodist Church at one p.m.
and Mrs. Steve Lyons and child For information call Jan
will be held at the Palestine Maddox 753-8193.
; United Methodist Church at
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. The family lost their
.trailer and contents by fire the Flit Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Friday night.
,IgUrray Shrine Club will have
family style dinner at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.

p. m. the
he New
area will
of Mrs.
a Shores
Murray
m. on
votion at
sit cards
irk lunch
such As
ma,0( a
end
1.

Tuesday,January 6
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.

Sunday,January 4
Reception and pounding for
Or and Mrs. Bill Whitaker and
family will be at the fellowship
hall of the First Baptist Church
at eight p.m.

.EN
ay

Ii

WINTER
COATS

II

p

First Baptist Church
will meet at nine a
church

Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 3, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stem

Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will ARUM
meet at the club house at 11:30 ( Mar 21 to Apr. 201
An excellent period for
a.m.
broadening your outlook, inideas and
Kathleen Jones Group of First troducing new
regular
your
into
systems
Baptist Church Women will
But do not switch
program.
ThurLucille
meet with Mrs.
position or tactics in a way that
man at 7:15 p.m.
betokens instability.
TAURUS
lottie Moon Group of First (Apr. 21 to May 21)
Baptist Ctairch Women will
Helpful influences, but you
meet with Mrs. Purdom will have to be alert,
Outland at 7:30 p.m.
nonetheless. You may have to
try a new tack or make changes
Alateen is scheduled to meet En preset plans, but they should
be for the better
at the AA Hall at seven p.m.
GEMINI
91.May 22 to June 21) n4
If faced with a quick change
er unuswai suggemlion. don't
reject summarily Maintain
poise and consider all factors
before making a decision.
•
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) 40(C)
You may face some annoyance or a complex situation,
but your good judgment and
know-how will help you —
you remain up to standard.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) a
A good spot for your
aggressive forces, your alertness and inventiveness. Do use
without
them for sound purposes
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 231 WPU1L
Reckon with the times,
variability of temperaments.
and strive the harder to bring
Our Hostess'
out the best in your surroundGifts and Inings. A good day — if you
cooperate.
formation are
LIBRA
the Key to Your
Sept 24 to Oct. 231
New Community
Avoid a tendency toward
atm Kathryn
wishful thinking. Realism and
Memo 7S3.2.71
objectivity needed in all
situations.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
A hectic day, which promises
is am
sow•so us
•
new and exciting romantic

ark-A

,
411

Don't
Make a Move"

hint

Eli

nt/eV

Still In
Progress
All Seasonable
Shoes

experiences. Be careful not tcr,
'go overboard." howev
SAGITTARIUS ,
I Nov
M to Dec 21)
Romanco is- izt your
kable
too You'll get
hints that someone you admire.'
considers you very a active. '
Follow up!
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan..20)
Some complexities I I rated.
move
However, your ability
in tight spots and main in your
situaequilibrium in diffic
Ilona can see you th
AQUARIUS
( Jan 21 to Feb. 191
ly
Enthusiasm must be
ve Do
channeled to be eff
not go to extremes on this
generally stimulating
PLSCES
( Feb 20 to Mar. 20(
t, new
An original twist
routine,
method could brigh
but don't go to ex 'nes or
attempt the bizarre,
are a
YOU BORN TOD
vidual,
highly interesting
mia.ny
fitted for success
fields By instinct a through
e in ' the
ability, you could
world of commerce here the
hustle and bustle of e..ciay's
highly
doings would pro
stimulating to the ou 0:outt
of your nature. On
side,
hand, you have a so
often wishing the eclusion
you to
which would pe
follow your stud ous and
develop
scholarly leanings:
of, your
the intellectual f
mind. For the Ca cernian,
ys the
however, this is not
best life style, since it tands'to
ive,
make him too in
moody and pessimi.s c — all too
frequently the mark of the trtie
which •
intellectual A c
'ream of
puts you into the
out of
life would bring
out your
yourself — and
to your
best. Fields best
agement,•
talents business
, science?
the law, sta
date - of:
and education. B
star.
Ray Milland,

Ari
$1

Quality Brand Nom*s

*Sass

"

kfre.

Your Individual Horoscope

Midday,January 5
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. Frank Albert
Stubblediekl at 7:30 p.m.

•Florsheim
•joyes

11

two

OUR REGULAR
62.00 TO 285.00

Mb.

Monthly gospel singing will
be held at the Blood River
Baptist Church at two p.m.

198.14

gIRMITS

Sow' rt, Cwrent-Season Styles AtSuperSavings!

Women's Guild Of St. Leo's
t at
Catholic Church will
Gleason Hall at 1:30 p.m
Members will receive Holy
Community at eleven
Mass on Sunday.

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.

VFW Post 5838 will meet at
noon at the Triangle Inn.

iing for
will be
'sees and
10:30 a.
Parker's
m., call
to Big.K,
Parker's
CI four p.t

Group II of First
Church CWF will meet
p.m. at the home of
Marvin Fulton with M
A. carman, Bob Ferrell.
Carter, and Frank
cohostesses and Mrs:
Pickard giving the 1 '

SHOE
SALE

*lea* Jedrs
•Wintbrep
•Dertsir
*Portage

Of

nuary awrance

I

Senior Citizens Arts and
Crafts group will meet
the
Dexter Community
at
9:30a. m.

Your Store
Bargains!

Sportswear
Clearance
20%--60% Off

3990

3.

REG 9.00 TO 40.00,:,

TO

22900

Junior and missy aeparates and coordinates. Many style from whichto choose!
olkk`.

Sup*r Bargains! Our entire winter coat stock!
Save on leathers,fake fun-furs,fabrics and
fur-trimmed styles. Available in your favorite
style and fashion color. Pantcoat and regular
lengths in junior and missy sizes!

WINTER
Pantsuits
REG. 54.00 TO 120.00

90 TO

8998

Flattering Winter Styles!

WINTER
HANDBAGS
REG

CT•
10
0
..

OUR REGULAR
24.00 10 76.00

10.00 TO 24.00

799

7\

DRESS
SALE!

Two and three-piece styles In mielfy sizes.
Polyesters and blends in assorted colors.

1699

TO 1999

(

Save on leathers, leather-lookmwd fabric
styles in super fashion colors.Save!

TO

Foundation
Clearance
15%'-4O7 Off
Famous Names

Playtex, Gossard, Maidenform, Ifinnes•
Buy now and saveAndili!

i

3

99
Includes long dresses! Select
from a large group of current
season dresses in junior, missy
and half-sizes. Do shop early!

p.

Current-Season Shoe Fashions!

AT

rvramo - ••

SHOES & BOOTS
Buy One Pair of Shoes at Regular Price

...Get the Second Pair
For Only...

RYAN'S

aft

Winter Robe
Clearance
REG. 22.00 TO 40.00
"k

$1.00
—

Refunds ikt Eschanges art Sate

699

10

2999

Long and short si)icsit ntere and quilted
in solids and prints. Rutland Save!
—

wirmion••

REG. 18.00 TO 32.00

1299Tir
Current-mason shoes!
Famous names kora whicb
choose. Buy for now and
next season!

P./

P
4
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Sunday S ho1,,Lesson

ayans Have
Two Choices

On

"- If Congress doe not renew the
federal reyenue aring program
when it etOires •• . 31, 1976, and
the City Murra fails to find additional reveriue
the end of this
year our local overnment is
going to be in seri • trouble.
And the trou e will not be
caused by "wil pending," one
r_harge,'-thankf , to which the
Murray • Commo Council can
pled "not guilty.
: The $1,155,900 dget approved
loy the council at
last meeting
IA 1975 this week• includes $71,000
in" revenue sha g funds. It also
4ncludes Much eserved pay
raises for city
byes.
And the thing bout this year's
budget that we preciate is that
all city dep
ts, except the
lire and police .• artments, will
kperate under sically the same
budgets in 1976 at they used in
975 and still be able to give pay
hikes to their em byes.
That fact alon points out to us
that city emplo
from superiniendents on do ,are consciously
working tow d increasing
productivity in • e local systems,
a move which
saving the city
Moil-sands oi do ars over a year's
time.
For example, was pointed out
at Tuesday's
cil session that
7
the Murray Na ural Gas System
soil less gas d
g 1975 than 1974,
at a lower m kup per unit, yet
netted $18,000 ore profit. One
exaMple of th gas system's increased efficie c' is the fact that
two workers
e now reading
meters in the
e time span it
previously too eight workers to
do the job.
Another ar
of city government that is astly improved is
the Sanitati
System which is
presently.g
g more work done
with eleven fe r workers.
•And sever other areas of inCreased effici cy, which we will
not itemize h re, are evident in
practically ev• ry city department
that can do so.
What we're ying is the people
•,•

Joy ars Ago

#.

Members of the Murray Police
Department, sw
in by City Judge Jake
Dunn are pici I • • They are James
Martin Wells, Dale Spann, James
Witherspoon, Br t Manning, James W.
Weeks, Hoyt Wi I , Mozelle Phillips, 0.
D. Warren, With m H. McDougal,Edward
Knight, James : land, Alvin Farris, and
James Brown.
Construction
ojects at Murray State
College are aff ted by the strike of the
IronwoCters U n.
DeathS repo •• include Mrs. Trudy
Wheatley of Be • Route Six, Charlie D.
Irvin and
Cooper of Hazel Route
One, Mrs. Kate Palmer of Mayfield, and
Mrs. Bernice
of Lynn Grove.
James Neal, ill Hodge, Hafton Garner,
Delmer rewe and Garret Beshear had
the top five a ages in bowling in the
Kentucky Lake
gue last week.
Mr. and
Charles Walston and
daughter of St.
is. Mo., have been the
guests bf his rents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
3Nanny.
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Today In History

IN

20 Years Ago

WORMS—X Serious Pet Problem
There are five varieties of worms to
which your dog is always subject - some
much more serious to his health than
others. All are terribly serious in puppies.
Let's examine them briefly:
Roundworms, also called ascarids, are
carried by every puppy. They resemble
thin spaghetti and can be seen entangled
together in the stool. : Treatment is
relatively simple, but very necessary if
your puppy is to grow up strong and
healthsi.
Tapeworms, when passed in the stool,
,look like small pieces of rice - and these
segments contain the eggs. However,
seeing the tapeworms does not mean that
the dog is rid of the problem. The
tapeworm head attaches itself to the intestinal wall and must be removed, while
the worms may be several feet in length
altho only passed in sections. Treatment
by a veterinarian is not complicated and is
almost always effective.
Whipworms are more serious. They are
parasites which settle in the colon and
;
, eause severe nervous discomfort. They
.can only be detected by a veterinarian
using a microscope to inspect a blood
•sample. This is why it is most itinportant to
get professional advice and. not to use

home remedies which are invariably
ineffective against serious parasitic infections.
Perhaps the most serious common worm
problem is caused by hookworms, which
can be and almost always are fatal to
puppies if left untreated, They get their
name from their mouth *hich hooks onto
the intestinal wall. They reproduce so
rapidly that they can kill a normai puppy
in eight hours by sucking blood and
causing acute anemia. Cheek your Puppy's
gums - if they look pale grey
light
pink take immediate action.
Another type of worm infestation, very
prevalent in the South and almost
unknown in the Northern states, is heartworm. Elderly and hunting dogs are
particularly susceptible. Prognosis for
cure is not good, but expert veterinary
treatment may save your dog. These
worms work into the heart and are extremely painful. Shortage of breath is one
ominous indication of the presence of
heartworrns.
It is impossible to reiterate too often how
necessary it is to obtain the help of a
veterinarian in every case of worms.'Doit-yourself' remedies and old wives tales
about easy cures can meantleath,for your
pet. Stay away from them and trust your
veterinarian.
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Stewardship: Colonial
Times And Today
By Julian Warren
Bethel-Brook's Chapel U. M.Church
If the practice of good stewardship was
urgent for our forefathers, surely it is also
essential for us to practice today. We
remember the stories of privation in the
early days of our Nation. Surely those
brave souls who came to these shores in
the days of our Nation's infancy were
willing to deprive thernselveS of comforts,
of necessities and security in order to gain
the "Pearl of great price."

Panel%
Could our ancestors have made it if they
had been so poor in their practice of
stewardship? I think not. But it would
appear that we are even practicing poorer
stewardship in the Spiritual realms of life
than in the physical. Modern-day America
is not the Nation of humble, devout souls
seeking first the Kingdom of God, as we
believe a great percentage of the Colonists
were. But why should we worry about
trivial things like that? I have known of
bubbles to burst, hopes to be shattered,
and apparent great success to end in utter
failure. It would seem that we might do
well to apply this thought to our situation
today, to see whether or not we can gain
from our past mistakes.

Hunger was no stranger to our ancastors, we are told. Waste of food, natural
resources, even time and talent must have
been frowned upon when the early settlers
were so hard pressed to get established.
But America passed out of the stage of
having to battle the ravages of weather,
Since we are so sure we are standing,let
hostility of the !lichens, the scant crops
us take heed lest we fall. I Cornithians
that caused starvation. America has
10:12 reminds us of such a possibility. if
become the land of plenty. We are now the
good stewardship was important to our
world's breadbasket, it seems. We have
fore-fathers in all of life,it is still essential,
entered into an era of waste and exeven in the Space Age,
travagance unprecedented in our history.
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On the highways of our land today we see
trucks traveling at high speed losing huge
quantities of soybeans as the wind simply
blows them out onto the highway. Trucks
loaded with lithe for farmland dash madly
along the road with a white cleud of dust
lifting up from the load as if it had no value
to the owner. In the South it is a common
sight to see, during the cotton picking
season cotton strewed up and down the
roads, blown out of wagons and left to litter
the landscape as though it was waste
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In my Father's house are many
mansions: If it were not so, I would
have told you. ... John 14:2.
Our faith is wonderfully confirmed by the faith of Jesus. -Deep
in the human heart is a steadfast
faith that death is not an ending but
a doorway into a larger and better
life.
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Let's Stay Well

Syphilis On Increase
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Alcohol_ And
. Holi• clAay.s
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Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Doportmeint of Health. Education. and Welfare
IP 'Scuts,,

t.

In the Unit States, nearly
is excessive use of alcohol.
95 miHior, m and women-The NatMisal Institute on
more than t o-thirds of our
Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol„adult popu
n-LWill toast
ism offers some suggestions
•' the holiday
son with akoon how to serve alcoholic
holic bever e& 1.1nfortundrinks in the home
many
these "toastera* art die Many will beOne way the holiday partyI • nt
goer can cut down on the
victims of
drivers who
risk co overindulgence and
d "too much
drunkenness is to eat adeto drink."
------quately---before -and - while
At this 'me of year
drinkg,
friends 'and families start
Medical tests show that
planning.
' I gatherings
food in the stomach will slow
to
`f celebratit
five and joyous
down alcohol's entry into the
occasion Re ttably. the Inlbloodstream and into the
ditional hol ay party can
brain. Responsible hosts and
bring out t
hostesses will serve abundant
very worst in
human beh 104 when there
and easily accessible food

• 4.4.11,.

OPINION PAGE

Humanely Speaking

JESUS AND THE W
Ged'e. Word, rather than to distort the
By H.C.Chiles
Scriptures to suit our own sinful inMatthew 5:38-48
clinations and ways.
who work for the city are doing a
When Christ assumed the r e of teacher • In • sharp'contrast with this terrible
eyed, sad
misiiiterpretation of the instructions given
beautiful job of cost-cutting many wondered what He
whetner or not He would be a e Hebrew.
by
Moses, .4;iut Lord taught His followers
everywhere possible but they will So riluch emphasis was
fd upon the
that it was_their duty to love th ir enemies.
soon reach a point where costs Mosaic law that a man was ,accepted or By His own life he showed'izbw
to do that
cannot continue to be cut and the rejected by the Jews on the basis of his very thing. Christ had many Wier.
avert any t) enemies. They resented His teachings,
level of services remain the same. attitude toward the law.
His sought to take His life, and eventually put
That leaves only two choices. possible misunderstanding
attitude toward the law,
spoke to
filin V? death. While hanging on the cruel
The citizens of Murray must His disciples in the he Hot
the
in k•cruciadrig pain, Christ prayed,
decide if they want their city multitudes and told them pt inly that He ces
-rather, forgive them; for they know not
government to continue at its had not come to destroy the1 law and the what they do." Thus He gave a very forpresent level of operation and be prophets, but to fulfill then4 He had not ceful demonstration of His admonition,
willing to pay the costs of that come to reverse or abrogate ything, but "Bless them that curse you, do good to
to fulfill everything that w4 declared in
them that hate you, and pray for them that
operation through some form of the
older revelation. Thus 11St sought to
despitefully use you, and persecute You."
additional taxation. Or the city allay any prejudice on their part towards This
command was in perfect accord with
can attempt to operate on the Him and to incline them receive His the. life -of our Lord .forJas
for His
same revenue and provide only teachings. Christ dfd not s
aside the
enemies that He gave
ence
those services that can be paid for law as something of • ttle or no to His command takes
/pearling
significance, but fulfilled it rfectiy. He
when we;recall that al/ forwhorp Christ
with that revenue.
revealed the deepest
of the law
died were His enemies. Had He not loved
by which He lived and through Ilia
His enemies, none-of us would have conle
sacrifice at Calvary He
the end' to know God.
toward which the ce
law pointed.
Such spiritual exercises as those which
Prior to the time of M
• if a man
are set forth in verse forty-four/are beyond
knocked out an eye or a
'Of another,
the ability
e fallen human nature to
By The Associated Press
--- the injured party and his
iates were
perfoi,.....M tendency of the carnal
Today is Friday, Jan. 2, the second day permitted to slay him, if
bk. Moses Tugure is always to give another as good as
of 1976. There ars 364 days left in Use year
forbade that sort of thing, t permitted
he sends: However, by God's grace the
Today's highlight in history:
the victim to inflict like
, Christian can obey his Lord in those
On this date in 1942, in the early days of assailant. Christ sought
eliminate enmattersl' Many Christians have demonthe Pacific War, the Japanese captured
tirely all revenge By precett and eimplui strated that it is a possibility. If God's
love
the Philippine capital of Manila.
He taught the rightfulness and necessity cit.„ is in our hearts, we can and we will love
On this date —
forgiveness.
• our enemies. While the natural and easy
In 1766, there was noting in Savannah,
The Mosaic law enjoy
upon all the, thing for us to do is to love those who love
Ga against the British Stamp Act.
duty of love for
"Thou shelf; us and dislike those who do not carefor us,
in 1768, Georgia became the fourth state
love they neighbor as thy
' Levitieug- such:conduct does not surpass the stento ratify the U.S. Constitution.
19:18). Certain corrupt evrish rabbis
dards which the publicans maintained. In
In 1900, the open door policy in China
taught this command a
added the
loving only those Who_love us, we do
was announced by U.S. Secretary of State
admonition, "and hate
e enemy,"
nothing More than any ardinary unsaved
John Hay
Assuming that an enemy
not kneighperson would do.
In 1929, the United States and Canada
bor. they contested
t the. canIt
the will of our Lord that we shall
agreed to preserve Niagara Falls.
mandment to love the
tter (implied
love our enemies in such a way that even
In 1960, Senator John Kennedy of
permission to withhold it'
the former.
the most casual observers will recognize
Massachusetts announced his canThey reasoned that love
for neighbors
that we are the children of God. By
didacy for the Democratic presidential
and that hate was for
whO were not.
manifest
a genuine love fdr our
nomina bon.
Such teaching was
inexcusable 'enemies we can identify ourselves as
In 1974, President Richard Nixon signed
distortion of God's law.t fac/
1
4 the Old
followers of Christ. Love for enemies is one
a bill requiring states to limit highway
Testament taught the v
oPPotlite. It is
qf the evidences that a person is a child of
speeds to 56 miles an hour because of the
certainly incumbent upon
to make our cod,aid will bring a reward to ell who put
energy crisis.
lives conform to the p
'pet
5 of
into practice. .
Ten years ago: U.S. combat troops were
moving into the rich Mekong delta in South
Vietnam for the first time.
Five years ago: a crowd barrier
collapsed at a soccer match at Glasgow,
Scotland, and 66 persons were trampled to
death.
One year ago: the District of Columbia
11
got its first elected mayor and city council
in more than 100 years.
Today's birthday: opera singer Renate
HEARTLINE is
as
Tebaldi is 54 years old.
for senior
Answer: Definitely not.'Not under any
Minas of all ages. Its
is to anThought for today: They who give have
circwsistanceS.
swer question and soave
all things. They who withhold have nothing
-fast.
Heariline: ,Can you tell me about your
If yew have a qweallon
— Hindu proverb.
alwoblem not Medicare book that you have available? C.
answered ta • these °limas, write'
Bicentennial footnote! 200 years ago
.•
.1.1t• _
HEARTLINE, SST( W.
St. Dayton, " Answer: Heartline's 'Guide to
today, the Continental Congress in
Ohio 4.9415. Senior
will receive
Philadelphia directed that confirmed
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
Tories were to be disarmed and if
useful replies
Proull* rePaes. The
booklet covering the entire Medicare
will be printed in thfs
necessary confined.
program. This booklet is in large, easy-toHeartllne: I'm
of getting a
read print with all the up to date inhearing aid soon. Any
1 advice^ M
formation on Medicare. Unlike others, this
B. C.
1
guide contains sample claim forms.
Answer: Yes. See
fzunily doctor
You can order this booklet by sending
The first baby of 1956 for Calloway first. If he
decides,
t your hearing
$1.50 to Heartline Guide to Medicare, 8514
County was born at 10:12 a. m. on January problem is not
a '• .1 torn of a more
North Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. If not
1 to Mr. and Mrs. Armon Lee of Murray. serious medical prolfl
, then he will
completely satisfied, you may receive a
The baby was born at the Murray Hospital. probably refer
you to
ear specialist or
full refund by returning the book C. 0. D.
Miss Harriett Tucker, age 78, died an audiologist.
We a •
that you do go te
Please allow 30 days for delivery.
December 31 at her home in Kirksey.
a doctor or an ear • s • st firtt. po notgar
Heartline-: I have a son who just turned
Dr. H. F. Paschall, formerly of Hazel, directly to
a hearing
aler. '
18 and will soon be going tO college. I am
has been named as pastor of the First
Heartline: I think I' uld beentitled to
drawing Social Security. Does the Social
Baptist Church at Nashville, Tenn. He has
a VA pension. How lot* ust you,be in the
Security office have a booklet to help me
been serving as pastor of the First Baptist service
to qualify? M.Y
understand the benefits to which my son
Church, Bowling Green.
Answer: At least 90
sand discharged
will be entitled? R. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris announce the
other than dishonorable
Answer: Yes, the pamphlet is titled
engagement and approaching marriage of
Heartline: How
must you work
"Social Security Check for Students 18their daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Jerry Don
under U. S. Civil Se
to be entitled to a
72." The publication number is(SSA) 73 Lavender, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
pension? B. E.
10048. It is only available at any Social
Lavender.
Answer: Five y
If you work less
Security office. This pamphlet is free.
A community supper was held by the
than five years and
ye, you can have
Hazel School Parent-Teacher Association retirement
money , • I.
at the school. Guy Lovins was the speaker.
Hearthne: Will Metli are pay for an air
A musical program was also presented by
conditioner if the I ••• says I need one'
the students.
J.B.

Understa ding Alcoholism

,

Editorials and monomial articles on this page are press:Med for
the PurPose ht Provides a hams kr tbs tree eschange of differing
(*mums t4etter3 to. al altar to rrigurat to editortals and
opulionated oracles are
The editors of tiais
el=ly believe that to LIMA
optnioeiaied snicies to only
,
tin editorial
Flulooiy al thisgmapaper
-be a
to aw residers.
l,eref
we melte teddies *wisest*yes nab asoaten& stand or
,. the ideas PeetAentelf byes illtildillilifilleir to a Ceitaan, to respond
' With their feelings do the poetically hose bsing,diesased.

Hosts and hostesses should
personal responsibility
For keeping every guest sober,
accident free, and alive. Responsibilities include:
• Respecting a guest's decision about alcoholic beverages, especially the decision
1104 to drink, and providing
notsakoholie beverages for
then who ;refer them.
accept

• Serving food with skoholic beverages.
• Providing other social
activities as a primary focus
when beverage alcohol is
served.
• Serving drinks of reasonable strength

• Kee • a party within
a reason&
time and consumptiow I it
• Maki contingency plans
for woos tion—if it occUrs
in spite
effortst:to prevent
it—by
in; responsibility
for tra
dation home or
overnish* ccommodations, if
necessari.
As a' t
host or hostess
these itt
sions _that Olds
you-can
ke.
If
would like more
inform&
about alcohol
and its 5* is on the body,
write, to e National Institute on • Icohol Abuse and
Akoholi . P.O. Box 2345.
Rockvill., Maryland 20402

Syphilis is again on the in'cectreiWiti *de it

eneetive nvijkaof Picvq"1,411
and treatment are available.
Aceording so the Venereal
Disease Control Division a( the
Center for DileaseControl, rme
were 81771 reported casein of
syphilis in 1974 in the United
States Authorities estimate that
the reported cases- constitute
only about one-fourth of the actual incidence.
Ignorance ' regarding syphilis
is widespread The pritnary or
initial lesion is the chancre,
which May Vpmr as a *mole-Re larren-ftgenttat organdythe mouth gips or tongue) as a
result of direct intimate contact
with an infectious person. as during sexual intercourse.
The chancre will heal with or
without treatment and may be
followed in a few days or weeks

By F.I.L Blasingame, M D
test is positive.
by the .secisidary sigrs of sore ,
throg4
riatiChi
TiesethiFrit
lliffictive with
petit:Mir
.
*tatrojciine,Vfie
.10
4400101.484it e.ley
noes nil itch. During thiS stage, °unwise to um a•La rota system
the infected person is highly in- can never be repaired.
fectious to others.
More .public education is esThe secondary stage will heal sential to try to lessen the inciwith or without treatment. The dence of syphilis
victim may feel that he is well
even with inadequate therapy.
Q Mrs. A.A. has become cononly to develop months or years cerned about serving bacon to
later the third stage with gum- her family because of the fear
oun or lumps which may break that something in bacon may
down and ulcerate, heart trou- cause cancer and asks for comble, or signs of damage to the ment.
brain and spinal cord. The
sionisams may be unusual end
A: No ccusal relationship has
varied.
--•••••- ---'been estafilistied between eating
Blood tots on the whole are bacon and development of
usually positive in late primary. cancer. The growing controversecondary and tertiary stages sy is over a chemical. sodium
The spinal fluid should be tested nitrate, used in curing bacon.
to rule out syphilis ofthe nervow This chemical is also used in
system when signs are hams,hot dogs, and smoked fish.
suspicious and when the blond Sodium nitrate helps to preserve

.?0

••411

live egior of

f- r

ve4tu
BLASImpr
INGAwEioix..,

taste nd cut, doWn on bacteria,

to form nitroarnines. which are
carcinogenic, Bacon will not be
banned, but government and industry will reduce or eliminate
the nitrate in bacon.
Q: Mrs. DS. asks "What accounts for the increase in height
of the recent generations„ of
young persons?"
A: While improved nutrition
may have had some effect theelimination at most
diseases andlimiting the court* • •
of these diseases when they occur account for uninterrupted
growth It results in taller
youngsto6 who more nearly
reach their natural potentials
•
than did their parerts

Sti. 4

.fte.

I

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — on available statis ,Roberts
There were 29 aircraft acci- says he can ids°
ct where
"make a
*is in Kentucky during fiscal crashes will iccur
ortaon dome estirnate as
1974-75 and state Transpti
number
Secretary John Roberts says be and seriountiesa 1 f Ui Injuries.
can predict about how many
were
Last year, five pa
' killed and 56 Others jured in
are going to occur in 1976.
Basing his pregnoaticetioria
Inca last
3dly four persons ave been
killed in 'aeciden reported
ton* state.
edicting
"It's a little like
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) L highway death tolls, said Robtment
Seven justices of Kentticky's erts, head of the
new state Supreme Court' were that took over Kenn* y's Aerosworn into •office Thursday by nautical responslbll es three
Franklin County Cicuit Judge
Henry Meigs. The seven were
promoted from the seats on the
state, Court of Appeals when
Keatticky voters approved a;judictal amendment last November that incloded the creation
of a Supreme Court.
Scott Reed, who was chief
justice of the court of appeals,
was appointed chief justice of
the Supreme Court.
In hi$ first official act, Reed
adjourned the three-minute session and then added that "I
don't feel one bit different."
Other justices are Boyce G.3
Clayton of Benton, Pleas Jones
of Whitley County, Robert 0:
Lukowsky of Covington,,, John
S. Palrnore of Henderson,
James B. Stephenson of Pikeville and Marvin J. Sternberg
of Louisville.

kc4aft accidents.

New Supreme tourt:
Justices Sworn In
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ENTER THE DR.AGON—This squirrel appears to be a morfor a wooden dragon head on the prow of a Viking ship
diaplay at Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo.
(AP Worephato)
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years ago in a reorganization of
stafe government
'
'Ihrough „0. Division of
Aeronautics In The Office of
Transportation Mewling, we isSue warnings, publish safe operating guidelines and publicize
propet safety, procedures, but
the dashes tontinue to happen," Roberti.said. He added
that air safety begins on the
ground with Koper airport
planning, construction and operation.
Each of the state's 80 commercial and private airports

find Teacher -Files Suit
ffort To Get Job Interview "
Inethiads developed from her
student teaching experience at
Huntington's Crestview Junior
High School.
She typed Braille and regular
copies of her lesson plans, giving the regular copy to her supervising teacher. She also
used the'dual copy system in
keeping grades.
The Library of Congress supplies her with A record or
Braille version of')ny textbook
she needs.
Recalling the ffght, incident,
she believes, , her''discipline
methods are effective.
"On the first day they take it
all in. On the second day they
test me,'* she said.
When students threw spitballs, she was able to reprimand them.
"I could hear paper being
torn out of notebooks. I walked
over to the general area and
asked who was throwing them.
They admitted they did and I
wouldn't have any problems
after that" she said.
She hasn't had an opportunity
to test all her grading methods,
especially on assignments such
as themes. She said students
could record themes for heron
casettes.
As for cheating, other stuGarshwiller says she
ov came her handicap with dents report it, the said —

FORT WAYNE, Ind.(AP —
o large football players were
fl,ghting as the student teacher
alked into the classroom.
She grabbed them both,
uled one into the hall, asked
fr an explanation and then
ave him a good talking to.''
did the same thing with
other boy and never had a
•lena with either of them
, she said.
in a day's work for a
cher — even for one who is
1
y blind, as is Linda
G
wilier, 23.
•
`I can't see any outlines Yoti
likes blob of light sitting
," she told an interviewer.
Garshwiller is trying to
tradition in Indiana,
tor
e blind teachers are emonly In schools for the
•
y handicapped. She has
suit against the school sys•
in the city of Marion,
ging officials with disting against her blind.
by refusing her a job inevr.
the meantime,she is working • as a ecrettiry and electr. *cs teetegfor a Fort Wayne
pany thkt researches and
tes electronic aids for the

-44;
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;to see others,
"They don't want
get good grades f they don't
d'eserve them."
Miss Garshwiller, her younger sister and older brother
were born sighted. But by the
time they finished elementary
school they were almost blind
from a disease which struck all
three.
They learned to water ski
and ride bicycles and took part
in every other activity they
wanted to learn.
'One thing I am grateful for
is that my parents raised me !Rif
a normal environnient," the •
said. "I've met blind people
who have been over-protected
and, socially, they are ''awkward. They are on the level of
seventh and eighth graders."

Washington
Roundup

are inspected by the Transportation Department, which
has authority to close any facility violating safety rules.
This year, 66 airports were
Inspected and one has had its
Landing Area Designation certificate withheld.
"The Whitesburg Municipal
Airport lost its certificate because a portion of the runway
has broken off and is slowly
sliding down a hill, leaving
cracks in the runway nearly a
foot deep," said aeronautics director Ed LaFontaine.

John Warren Combs, man- added.
Hebert§ also said that his diager of the Whitesburg facility,
said the airport was never von's Airport Zoning Comclosed and that the slippage mission plays an important role
was repaired about three weeks in air safety.
ago.
The C'OgnininiPn approves or
"The state put a notice to air'.w disapproves the planned height
men in federal publications, but deny structure which could Ininto air mace, such as
the airport was never officially
closed," Combs said. He said radio transmission towers.
Anyone planning to build a
the area in question has been
resurfaced and is, "in good structure more than 200 feet
above ground level or 50 feet
shape."
"I guess they should take above the water level of any
I guess the lake or river must first get
that notice out
state would do it," Combs commission approval.

PRICES GOOD SUNDAY & MONDAY ONLY!
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Or, Wool and
Suede-Look
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WASHINGTON (AP, —,
Government checks totaling'
$1. million are going out US 11(
presidential candidates, tt*first ever to get direct taxpayer.
subsidies for their campaignsfi.,
In today's disbursements, Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, D-11ex., is
getting t.h
most, 9492,030.
President 'ord is gt,ting
6374,422 and
mocrat erry
Sanford $214, . Inlaid checks
of $100,000 each are going to
Ronald Reagan and
Democrats Birch Bath, Jimqiy
Carter, Fred Harris; Henry M.
Jackson, Morris Udall, George
Wallace and Sargent Shriver.
These, candidates are claiming
an additional $4.3 million, but
audibirs , froM the Federal
Election Conimission are still
reviewing thiklainis.
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Trawler pokio lot of Nuncio in a littlo frowi The'Wrong loaf
scoiOgs ood 4eevy-duty'construction wi4Ital1, you to places
nownol Wogons foot to trOod. With a lot rniiitti corgi space
(103 cubicfeat) then yott'd expect TOwr now'
Internationor Scoot travirler Tho

the America ethers pass by.

'What ticin height
.ationsof

nutrition
effect theChildhOod
the course
n they ocnterrupted
in taller
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Potentials
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Charmin
Bathroom
Tissue

WASHING*IN AP) — The
trend to fewerand larger fartris
continued in 19Th,
at it
much slower pace than a
decade ago, according to the
Agriculture Department. As of
Nes! Year's Day, there were an
estimated 2,786,000 farms, a,
decline of 22000 from Jan. 1,
1976,
the
department's
Statistical Reporting;• Service
said in an amnia) report. Those
averaged 389 acres each, an
'increase of two acres from Jan.
1 last year, the report said. A
decade ago farMs were
^ declining at the rate of AIMS
100,000 a year and were much
smaller — 340 acres in 1965.

75343J

WASHINGT144;_,_(AP)_
- President Fitt)filia signed a bill
902tho,,ittiyaniIlion; over
five years for the Public
Broadcasting Corp. and vetoed
a bill designed to insure that
economic considerations are'
, ,' taken,- Into
account in
deliberations of the National
Security Cotinqil. The vetoed
bill would %ire Oren the
secretary of the 'Treasury
Membership on tile National
Security Courted. R4itFcd said
• that: w
unnee
r3& The
firoadcasting measure
•vpois 1i4led te serrIVIde tortgitel
term ,"financial'security" fenthe
corporation,
wIlicli
previously had operated under'
funding plans of two years or
less
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St. Louie lest Satts4ay, the Los
eles &felinè'. picked off
Jim Hart passes, returning two for touchdowns in the
1,2
35-23 triumph oval the Cardinals.
defensive coordinator
„
Ry Malavasi explains the
4shre's opportunistic defensive
*y as "anticipation."
"We don't know what's
coming all the time with a team
like Dallas," Malavasi said.
"We can guess, through
scouting,reports and statistics,
that on a certain down they'll be
in this formation and enight run
this play but we're not positive.
By The Associeted Press
We're anticipating,"
Knox said the Cowboys are a
"Dallas has many offensive Wednesday,Dec.31
Peach Bowl
as
team. "Of their 22
said
Una
week
veteran
.sets,”
Knox
;
At Atlanta
starters, 21 are veterans, 14 of
his NFC Western Division
Champions Prepared to meet W.Virginia 13, N.Carolina $t. them guys who played in the
Super Bowl," Knox said.
Vo.
. •'
the • conference ,wild-card 10
Sugar Bowl
The Cowboys bring a 10-4
represeatative Cowboys. "And
record into the game, a sellout
,t has ttfe players who can give AtNew Orleans,La.
Alabama
13,
Penn
State
6
you the big plays. Drew
that will be nationally televised.
Pearson does it consistently, Thursday,JIM. 1
Cotton
Bowl
And Staubach is the ,kind of
quarterback who adds an extra At Dallas,Tex.
Arkansas 3I, Georgia 10
, dimension to your offense."
Rose Bowl
- The Rams, should remember
At Pasadena,Calif.
Staubach-to-Pearson. That
combinatien clicked on a UCLA 23, Ohio State 10
Orange Bowl
dramatic last minute touchdown pass to top* Minnesota At Miami,Fla.
Oklahoma 14, Michigan 6
17-14 Jest Sunday, but it wasn't
Saturday,
Jan.3
the first time the duo had ended
East-West Shrine, Stanford,
By JOHN R.SKINNER
an opponent's hopes for a Super
Calif.
AP Sports Writer
Bowl trip.
MIAMI (AP) — Oklahoma
Two years. ago, Staubach hit Saturday, Jan. 10
'Pearson with a fourth-quarter Hula Bowl,Honolulu, Hawaii will have to wait i little longer
bomb to help Dallas score a 27- 'All-American Bowl, Tampa, to find out if a a 14-6 Orange
'
Bowl victory over. Michigan is
16 decision over Los Angeles in Fla
Sunday,
an
11
for a second straight
enough
the first round of the playoffs.
national football title. But
And in the opening game of Senior Bowl at Mobile, Ala.
Coach Barry Switzer has made
the 1975 season,the Statrbachled
TENNIS
up his mind.
MELBOURNE, Australia —
"I would like te think that
Australia's Ken Rosewall
we're No. 1," said Switzer,
defeated
countryman
Brad
Miss Your Paper?
whose Sooners were put back
DreWett 6-4, 34, 6-2, 6-2 to adinto the national championship
k Subscribers who have not
vance to the semifinals of the
picture along with Arizona
home.
received
their
Australian
Open
Tenhis
State, Alabama and Ohio State
delivered copy of The
Championships.
when UCLA shocked Ohio State
Murry( Ledger & times by
DALLAS — Australian Roy
23-10
in the Rose Bowl.
5:30 p.m. ere erged to cell
Emerson and Carrie Mayer of
The season's final poll is to be
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. Indianapolis defeated Owen
announced late today.
Davidson of Australia and Betty
and 6p.Is insure delivery
"A 14-0 game would have
Stove
of
The
Netherlands
6-4,
6-2
of the amesgesier. Calls must
looked good for the pollsters ...
in the opening match of the
be pieced before 6 p.m.
score doesn't
$80,000 World Mixed Doubles ',and I hope that the
discount the way we really
Tennis Championships._
played."
"We gave them their
touchdown," said Switzer of the
'defensive effort that kept
1975 Uncoils Town car, full power and air, stereo, one
;Michigan in check until a
owner,local car,13,000 actual miles,clean as new.
°fumble at the Oklahoma twoyard line opened the door in the
1874 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Sedan,full power and air, one
fourth quarter.
owner,local car,sharp as a brier, stereo.
Bo Schembechler, whose
1974 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, full power,and factory air,
stereo, one owner, local car, 25,000 actual miles,
clean as a whip.
By KEN PETERS
. AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AFT —
Chuck Knox says he will,heve
lots to think about whe0i,the
shotgun-toting Cowboys try to
shoot holes in the Barns' rocksolid defense Sunday in the
Dallas-Los Angeles duel for the
National Football Confererice
championship and a Super Bowl
berth.
While the Los Angeles coach
is Concerned with Dallas'
unot-thodox, shotgua , offensive
set, esays he is worried more
about the people running the
shotgun UrIn the formation

echrboys handed the Rams ae
18-7 setback.
If the play of the Rams'
defense in the team's 12-2
season is any indication,
however, the Cowboys won't
find points easy to come by this
time around,
The Ram defense gave up just
135 points in regular season
play, and only one team — the
1969 Vikings with 133 — had
given up less.
And in the Rams' latest
outing, the playoff opener with

Bowls At A Glance

Purcell Defeated In
Singles At Sugar Bowl
Mel Purcell, appearing for the sixth time in the Sugar Bewl
Tennis Invitational in New Orleans, was defeated in the
championship of the 18-year-old singles division Wednesday.
Purcell fell 6-4 and 6-3 to Cary Stansbury of Tlietron, Ca.
This past sununer, Purcell upset Stansbury in the Nationals
at Kalamazoo, Mich.
Purcell did gain some con.selation though Wednesday as he
combined with Kelly Thurman of Atlanta to win the 18-yearold doubles crown. They defeated Johnny Bailey and Chuck
C,avin, both of Little Rock,6-4 and 64.
'
Last year at New Orleans, Purcell won the Singles and
doubles crowns in the 16-year-old division. He could have
played in the same division this year and defended his titles
but elected to play In an older-division in artedifqrt to seekbetter competition.
Purcell, a Murray High junior and the runnerigi last year
in the singles at the State Tennis Tournament, is nniv in
Florida and will return to Murray early next week.

Oklahoma Hoping Win
erlis, National Crown

1972 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser, 10 passenger, station
wagon, power and air,stereo, one owner,local car,
:sharp.
1971 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, one owner, local car,
38,000 actual miles. Sharp.
1970 Pontiac Cata1ine,-4 door Sedan, one owner,local car,
-power and air,52,000 actual miles, It's a honey.
°
1967 Poetise Catalina, 4 door, trailer hitch andall. Ideal
fishing car,$395.00SPECIAL
1-1976 Oldsmobile, Drivers Educational Car, 3,1100 miles,
0,
clean as new.
pip
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1106 West Maio • 753-5315
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411 Doty Saturticii

We will be Open for
Business as Usual
Monday January 5th

Wolverines fell 21-10 to Ohio
State in the Big Ten title game
in November, stayed out of the
controversy over who should be
No. 1.
"I don't have any opinion on
that at all," said Schembechler.
"I think Oklahoma is a great
team ... one of the finest we've
ever met.
"We were just not good
enough to beat a team of this
callber tonight, and I emphasize
'tonight.—
"I would like to congratulate
our team for their comeback
from the Kansas game," said
SWitzer, recalling the 23-3 loss
that mars the Sooners' record.
The Sooners rebounded with a ,
28-27 victory over Missouri and
35-10 conquest of Nebraska to
win the Big Eight berth in the
Orange Bowl.
A 39-yard run by reserve wide
receiver Billy Brooks boosted
Oklahoma into a 7-0 halftime
3ead and quarterback Steve
110avis added a 10-yard scoring
run on the first play of the
fourth quarter to snare the
Wolverines.

Kings Want Some Folks
Who Will Fight Flyers

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It wasn't the loss that
mattered to Bep Guidolin. As
coach of the second-year
Kansas City Scouts, he had seen
more than his share of those.
It was something more than
that He was insulted — enraged
— by the Philadelphia Flyers.
One of his few solid players,left
wing Guy Charron, suffered a
stick cut over his right eye in
the lase minute of play and
• required stitches. Seconds later
- Craig Patrick was high-sticked
by Ed Van Impe, needed stitches and may have suffered a
broken nose.
"They are just a bunch of
hatchets," the fuming Guidolin
said after the 4-2 defeat.
"They're just out there trying to
kill somebody with their kicks.
Then they complain about
getting penalties.
"What we need is a couple of
guys in here to do the same
thing, just like they did. We
ought to bring in a couple of
butchers who can't even skate
but just swing then sticks at
everybody in the league and try
to chop their heads off,"
Rep Guidolin had finished.
His team had played to the best
of its ability, outshot the Flyers
39-34, and even had a threeman
advantage in the lst minute
-iedpap, two
we're penalized andjalie
v:ikitstpdhati beettp0Roid. *left.
net.
But the flyers' Bill Barber
skimmed a shot into Kansas
City's empty net, negating any
chance of a tie and sealing the
triumph.
Elsewhere in the National
Hockey League, the Los
Angeles Kings outscored the
Buffalo Sabres 9-1 and the
Toronto Maple Leafs downed
the California Seals SA In the
World Hockey Association, the
Calgary Corheys topped the
Edmonton Oilers 5-1.
Don Saleski and Rick
McLeish scored second-period
goals two minutes apart to
break a 1-1 tie, then
Philadelphia goaltender Bobby

ri\

Year Ma ed
For Rock ts

Johnson G,ts
Off On Rigiit

Knox And Rams Worried About
Shotgun Offense Of Cowbqys

But it was the defente, which
cut the nation's second best
rushing offense to half its
normal production by allowing
only 169 yards, that controlled
the outcome for Oklahoma. The
defense Switzer called "super"
Was led by All-America linemen
Leroy and Dewey Selmon and
Jimbo Elrod, who accounted for
30 unassisted tackles.
Sidney Brown killed a third
period scoring opportunity for
the Wolverines, set up by Dan
Jilek's recovery of Jim
Culbreath's fumble at the
Oklahoma 26, by intercepting a
pass in the end zone. Two other
Wolverine passes were picked
off by Scott Hill.
"We gambled all night, more
so than Usual," admitted
Schembechler. His pass-poor
Wolverines, who threw less than
10 times a game in regular
season, went to the air 20 times
in their upset bid. But he
blamed the failure to complete
onl., two tosses to execution
rather than defense.
Michigan's loss also cost
President Gerald Ford, a
Michigan alumnus, one dollar.
He had made the wager on the
outcome with Oklahoma Sen.
Dewey Bartlett last month.

By The Associdtod Press
John Johpson has something
to be happy about, having
gotten the new year off to a good
'stint in leading the Hnnsion
Rockets to victory against)his
former teanu-nates, the- portland Trail Blazers.
/141
When the Rockets, have
needed "JJ," which hasn't been
often this Nallonal Basketball
Association,seaeou,Ihe 6-foot-7
forward has been there for
Coach John Egan': Thursday
night he scored n points, 14 of
them in the hard period, to give
Houston a 110-107 triumph.
"Johnson has bad three good
games n a row for ni," said
Coach Egan after the ,eric
"There have been''/14-periods
where he hasn't, played much
and I've asked him to work
extra hard on his own to keep,in
top shape. He is a pro and he has
done
Lack , of Playing time is what:
Led 40 *poison's mid-November
trade "from Portland for
forward-center Steve Hawes.
But criach Len Wakens of the

Trail Blazers, who lew a fi0ep9in$ lead in the c ng three
words for
Athletes, found k
WS former'co-work
1"JJ hit some fine lutch s: hots
on us there at the .,"Wilkens
said.
sheet that
-"You'ire, seen
wv-betore," 'a
est Johnson
said after'the vi
. "It feels
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In the only othe NBA game
Thursday night,
Washington
Bullets recorde• a 114-103
victory over the'oenix Suns.
The .American
asketball
Association took :night off.
Bill Walton's
iving layup
had given,Portia a 103,98 lead
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Rightwinning
hander Rick Wise,
Sox'
pitcher in the Boston
Americas, League playoff
•
bythe
clincher, Will be
St. Louis chapter of the
tion of
Baseball Writers
America this month.
The 31-year-old W , who
. Louie
was traded by the
Cardinals to the Red a in 1973,
's Bob
will receive the cha
cal
Bauman Award for a
which
comeback from ligur
hampered him in 1974.
Other Players to be
during the Jan. 26'fe include
the Cincinnati Re ' Joe
and the
Morgan and Pete
Lou
Cardinale' Al Hrabesky
Brock.' •
HOCKEY
INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis Racers ceqter Ron
Bekhanoa retired from hockey
to a
at the age of 31 d
lingering knee injury.
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FVOTBALL
CINCINNATI — Paul Brown
resigned as head coach of the
CincinneU Bengals, ending a 41year coaching career. Brown
named long-time Cincinnati
asSistant Bill Johnson as his
successor.
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Taylor survived the last-minute
Kansas City rush to lead the
Flyers past the Scouts.
Taylor, making his first
appearance of the season after
Wayne Steythenson started the
first 35 games, stopped 17 shots
in the third period.
Tom Bladon opened the
Flyers' scoring with 11 seconds
remaining in the first period.
Kansas City got goals from Wilf
Paiement and Charron.
Kings 9,Sabres 6
Butch Goring scored three
goals, one of them in a six-goal
second period, as the Kings took
a 5-1 lead but saw the Sabres
pull within 7-6 before pulling
away again
Maple Leafs 5,Seals 1
Right wing Lanny McDonald
scored twice and added an
assist to pace Toronto pest
California.
Cowboys 5,Oilers 1
Ron Chipperfield scored twice
and set up what proved to be the
garrie-winner for Calgary
Cowboys Goalie Don McLeod
picked up his seventh assist of
the year on another Calgan
score.

HOUSTON (AP) — The 14thitanked San I•rancisco Dens
loomed as the favorite tonieht
Bluebogirt
ppens.
Pyxis 'pre...
Sou thaheet Con:champion Texas Alim.
8.2., in the second game,
Mowing the opening contest
Matching host University of
Houston, 6-1, with crosstown
rival
Houston . Baptist
University, 2-7.
The championship and
censolatioh games will he
played Saturday night.
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Bruins Knock Off Woody And Big, Bad Buckeyes
By DAN BERGER
APSports Writer
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
UCLA gets to the Rose Bowl
only once every decade, but
once here the 'Bruins take glee
in beating the nation's topranked football team.
"We don't go very often, but
when we do, We do it up right,"
said UCLA Athletic Director
J.D. Morgan as the Bruins
dashed into their locker room
Thursday after their 23-10 upset
of unbeaten, No. 1 ranked Ohio
State.
It was exactly 10 years ago
that UCLA last was in the Rose
Bowl and thk. Bruins then used a
stern defense to itun topranked,
unbeaten Michigan State 14-12.
In both cases, UCLA had lost
earlier in the season to their
Jan. 1 opponent, but gained
revenge. And both times the
UCLA offense came into the
game heralded, but it was the
oft-maligned defense which
held the foes without a
touchdown for the first three
periods
The Buckeyes pushed the
Bruins all over the wind-swept
field in the first half Thursday,
but led only 3-0 on a 42-yard field
goal by Tom Mahan, which
capped an 83-yard, first quarter
drive.
Ohio State's only other score
came in the fourth quarter on a
three-yard run by 240-pound
fullback Pete Johnson. Klaban
converted the point after to cut
the UCLA lead to 16-10.
The key to UCLA's victory
was a change in the offensive
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PITTSBURGH (AP) — To
hear Oakland owper Al Davis
tell it, the Pittsburgh Steelers
should sit on the bench for the
first half of the American
Football Conference title game
Sunday — just to make it a fair
.
•
,watch.
- "We've had one injury after
another this year. And we're
still banged up," said Davis.
"We're in trouble."
This approach is a contrast to
the pregame banter before last
year's playoff meeting between
Oakland and Pittsburgh.
Raider Coach John Madden
said then that the OaklandMiami playoff game was the
real bowl for superstars and the
remark not only fired the
Steelers but irritated unflappable Coach Chuck Noll.
"I think we'll have something
to say about that," Noll
responded. His Steelers went on
to beat Oakland 24-13.
The kind of sportspage
bravado that inspires the opposition is not part of the Noll
game plan.
"I know a lot of people who
win the Super Bowl before the

TIME and
c.
---/TEMPERATURE
Day or Night
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State's Heisman Trophywinning tailback, Archie
Griffin, which probably hurt the
Buckeyes almost as much. The
5-foot-9, 182-pound Griffin
suffered a broken bone in his
left hand on the game's third
play He gained 70 yards on 11
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Bryant: Polls Deciding Title
Shouldn't Include Bowl Games

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
WA
341
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
XS Coach --17a -'Wear Bryant of
5.11 fourth-ranked Alabama said
311haluestr Thursday that polls deciding
4141
national football championships
447
631 should not include bowl games.
"It puts too much pressure on
Ilt
the kids when bowls are used,"
IN
15$ said Bryant at a news con155
Hi ference the day after his first
bowl victory io nine seasons, a
147
147 13-6 Sugar Bo!I decision over
115
144 No.8 Penn Stat4
143
"It takes all thelun out of the
141
141 bowls."
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No Loud Talk This Time
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passes of 16 and 67 yards and
Wendell Tyler, suffering from a
painful wrist injury, ran 54
yards for another score to cinch
the triumph that gave the
Bruins a 9-2-1 record.
Unknown to the Bruins,
however, was an injury to Ohio

said Vermeil. "All we did was
go to our short passing game.
It's awfully hard to cover good
receivers with a man-to-man
defense."
Quarterback John Sciarra
used the tactic to ha flanker
Wally Henry for touchdown

game plan, said coach Dick
Vermeil.
"They had been using a manto-man pass defense and
bringing the safety (Ray
Griffin up to help on runs,"

season starts. I always thought
that's why we play the games.
When people stand up and say
they're the best, that adds fuel
to the fire," Noll says.
And Davis has apparently
learned the Noll lesson of the
tight lip. Not willing to trigger
any short fuse in the Steelers, he
is much more conciliatory this
year.
"We always thought Miami
was the best team in the last 20
years, but now I'm not sure if
the Steelers aren't better than
Miami was," offered the
flamboyant Raider managing
general partner in an interview
with a Post-Gazette reporter.
"They've got a tremendous
advantage at home and they
know it," he added, also failing
to mention that the Raiders beat
the Steelers 17-0 the last time
they visited Three Rivers
Stadium.
Noll remains unnervingly
cool about Sunday's match.
"It's a fun game. Our guys
like to play fun games," he
says, even as his rival promotes
him for a Pro Bowl coaching
spot.
"Chuck's got more guys there
than anybody else( 10) so it just
seems right for him to coach the
team," says Davis, failing to
mention that the coaching job
goes to the loser of the AFC title
game.
But Davis' "Alas, poor me"
Sunday's
to
approach
,installment in one of the most
intense league rivalries does not
jibe with the facts.
an
built
has
Davis
organization that has the best
record in pro football over the ,

John Baker
Auto Repair-Welding
Phone 489-2163
Coldwater, Ky.
Formerly employed at Boyd's Auto

past 12 years. The Raiders used
one season to rebuild and have
since won their division.
But the Raiders have only
made it to the Super Bowl once
and Super Bowl H was a 33-14
loss to Green Bay. That silver
stayed
has
football
maddeningly out of reach.
"Oh, one of these days we'll
win the thing," Davis said
casually. "But we're proud of
our record. We've stayed up
every year. Other learns fp up
and down. We're in it every
year."
Until Sunday though, the
Oakland bravado is slightly
subdued.

Bryant said he would prefer
to see all conference tie ups with
bowls removed and have
college football go to a playoff
system to decide a national
champion.
He said he would be willing to
use the present bowl structure
for the playoff games.
Bryant's remarks about the
poll.4 using bowl games came
only a few hours before tophulked Ohio &SU- was decked
by UCLA 23-10-in the Rose Bowl,
opening the door to others to
claim the national crown in the
final Associated Press poll.
"Ohio State is playing a team
they've already beaten 21
points," Bryant -noted shortly
before leaving New Orleans to
return to Tuscaloosa where be
said he planned to look through
his mail and then "watch those
other poor coaches sweat a
little" in the trio of televised
New Year's Day bowl games.
Ohio State's defeat possibly
moved No. 2 Oklahoma, a
winner over Michigan in the
Orange Bowl, as the top
contender for the national title.
Alabama also might draw some
consideratitn, along with
unbeaten Arizona State, whit%
upset Nebraska in the Fies4
Bowl.
Bryant said he would push for
a national playoff at the
upcoming NCAA convention.
"I don't think coaches should
set it up," he said. "I think it
should be a board of
knowledgable people to do it.
Just let five people pick the
playoff teams, pair them, and

tell them where to play."
Bryant, who had been
accused of hand-picking Penn
State as his Sugar Bowl foe,said
of the Nittany Lions: "You
aren't playing any Shirley
Temple when you fool with
them. I really didn't think on
defense they had a weakness. I
still don't."

carries in the first half and
vround up vrith only 17 carries.
Vermeil, unaware of the
injury which was not revealed
until hours after the game,
praised many of his players.
"Look at what Wendell did,"
said Vermeil. "That wrist was
really hurting. But what did he
gain?" Tyler gained 172 yards,
his best performance in a
season that saw him set a single
season UCLA rushing record of
1,216 yards.
"Did your defense stop
Griffin as you hoped?" the
coach was asked.
"How many yards did he
gain?" asked Vermeil.
"Ninety-three," came the
reply.
"Then we did real well."
Despite the convincing
conquest, Vermeil said,"Over a
12-game schedule, I still think
Ohio State is the best team in
the nation, and now I think we
should be in the top five."
UCLA, which lost to Ohio State
41-20 and Washington 17-13 and

champion Razorbacks.
But Dooley decided to deal for
some higher stakes.
Georgia lined up without
huddling. Goff casually walked
over to the ball as if to tie his
shoestring, took the snap from
center and suddenly flipped it
backwards to flanker Gene
Washington. Earlier in the
season against Vanderbilt,
Washington had dashed X
yards for a touchdown after
Goff faked tying his shoestring.
This time Washington was
supposed to hand off to tight end
Richard Appleby who was In
turn instructed to throw a pass
to Goff, streaking down the
sidelines as a pass-eligible end.
Instead, Washington ran into
a teammate and fumbled.
Linebacker Hall McAfee of
Arkansas recovered at the
Georgia 13. Seconds later Ike
Forte scored on a one-yard
plunge and the game was tied
10-10 at halftime.
Georgia collapsed like a
cardboard box in the second
half with Arkansas scoring 21
points in the fourth period.
Arkansas quarterback Scott
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Woody Hayes, the irrascible
62-year-old general of the
Buckeyes, ducked out of the
Bowl, which earlier had held
105,464 fans, almost immediately after the game. His
only remark: "UCLA simply
played a great game. They just
beat us." He ordered his
players riot to speak with the
news media.
UCLA players, on the other
hand, were quite verbal.
"We're No. 1 now," said one
unidentified player.
"I think they took us lightly in
the second half and we just wore
'em down," said Tyler.
"They weren't hurting us with
their people in the first half,"
said nose guard Cliff Frazier.
"We were hurting ourselves
with our mistakes."
"The defense played great
and we just kicked their butts,"

said sput end Norm Anderson,
who caught three passes.
After the vaunted Bruin
offense, ranked third in the
nation, gained just 48 yards in
the first half, the attack moved
into gear in the second half and
UCLA gained 366 yards more to
out gain OSU 414-298.
And the Buckeye total of 10
points was their lowest of the
year. The previous low came in
a 17-9 victory over Penn State in
the season's second game.
Henry caught five passes for
113 yards, more than half
UCLA's total of 212 yards on 13
of 19 Sciaria completions.
UCLA's winning streak is now
four games, and the Bruins go
from one tough opponent to
another. They open the 1976
season at Tempe against
Arizona State, a team which
currently holds the nation's
longest winning streak at 13
games That comes Sept. 11,
giving Vermeil and his nonseniors a chance to savor their
latest Rose Bowl upset.

Stockton Leith
MONTEREY, Calif. (AP) —
Former PGA champion Dave
Stockton has a one-stroke lead
after shooting a five-under-par
66 in the first round of the
$65,000 Lynx Invitational ProAm golf championship — the
first pro tournament of 1976.
Stockton closed with an eagle
two Thursday at the par 71
Laguna Seca Golf Ranch,
sinking a two-iron on the up-hill
420-yard ninth hole.
One stroke behind at 67 is Bob
Risch of Diamond Bar, Calif.,
who played on the par 72 Corral
de Tierra country club course —
one of three being used for the
tournament.
Victor Martin of Palm Desert,
Calif.; Roy Pace of Longview.
Tex., and Mark Lye of Napa,
Calif., all finished at 6&
Thursday's opening round
was piayed in warm sunshine,
but only after the start was
delayed an hour for heavy
overnight frost to clear.
The low 90 prcis and ties after
54 holes will compete in the final
round Sunday at Laguna Seca
for $12,000 top money.
et „It 4"eir

Shoestring Play Trips
Up Bultdogs'--Chances
By DENNE H.FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS(AP) — The "Great
Shoestring Gambit" turned the
40th annual Cotton Bowl Classic
into a little Las Vegas New
Year's Day and the Arkansas
Razorbacks came up holding
the ace.
Georgia Coach Vince Dooley
gambled on his pet trick play
when the Bulldogs held a
touchdown lead late in the first
half, and it backfired so bad
the
Arkansas
scorched
Southeast Conference runnersup 11-10.
"Everyone will second guess
whether the play should have
been called at that time and
place on the field," said Georgia
quarterback Ray Goff. 'The
shoestring play could have been
a great one or a sorry one and
this one turned out ;sorry."
"It would have been a great
play if It had worked," Moaned
Dooley.
Georgia held a 10-3 lead with
time seemingly running out in
the first half. The Bulldogs had
thoroughly dominated the
Southwest Conference co-

tied Air Force 20-20, was ranked
No. 11 in the next-to-last
Associated Press poll. A final
poll will be released later.

Bull, who completed crucial
passes to set up two touchdown
runs by Forte and a five-yard
scoring dash by Rolland Fuchs,
said "I was surprised."
Bull said: "I think that trick
play just broke their back."
Georgia had taken a 10-0 lead
on Alan Leavitt's 35-yard field
goal and a 21-yard touchdown
pass from Matt Robinson to
Washington.
The 12th-rated Bulldogs,
seven point underdogs, stopped
the Arkansas offense in the first
half with stunting linebackers.
Forte gainad 112 yards to win
the most valuable offensive
player award while McAfee,
who recovered two fumbles,
intercepted a pass and made
Seven tackles, was the top
defensive player.
"Arkansas was every bit as
good as we expected—maybe
better," said Dooley. "They
were a complete football team
and it showed in the second
half."
Georgia made only one first
down after Dooley's gamble
turned into disaster.
A Southwest Conference
coach watching from the press
box - - who asked to remain
anonymous —said: "I wouldn't
have touched that play with a
10-foot pole that deep in my end
of the field. It's suicidal."
Arkansas finished the year 102. Georgia was 9-3.
SKIING
WASHINGTON - President
Ford signed a bill granting
permanent United States
1avaty of
zazidowey
"rzie'hollOviikfilT One of the
world's best cross-country
skiers.
GENERAL
NEW YORK — Curt Gowdy,a
longtime NBC announcer, was
named to cover rink sports at
the Winter Olympics foil Pr

Carroll, Krista, Joyce and Kelly Hubbard

TO THE CITIZENS
OF
KENTUCKY'S
FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT:
My wife Joyce and daughters Kelly and Krista join
with me in wishing for each of you a Happy New Year. We
appreciate the opportunity to be in Washington during 1975 and
1976, two significant years in the history of our country.
As I have said many times previously, I appreciate the
privilege of serving as your Congressman during the 94th
Congress. In some ways my first year in Congress was productive
and enjoyable, though.,.being a Member of Congress does have
its difficulties and limitations.
realize it is a special honor to represent each of you
now during the 200th birthday year of the United States of
America. It is also a great responsibility.
Let's continue to communicate and work together to
keep our country Number One in all the world.
Sincerely,

Carroll Hubbard
423 Cannon House Office Building_
Washington, D. C. 20515
Telephone:( 202) 225-3115
(Mold tor by Carron ritsbbaro tor Congress Committee. John 0 Barker, Treasurer,
302 North Sixth Street, Paducah, Kentucky 42001)
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Harrison Warns That Despite Dr. Bill Whiftaker To Assume
I Deaths and Funerals 1
Increases, Gas Supply Short Pastorate At First Baptist
Mrs. Mohon Dies At Jess Birdsong Of
Paris, Tenn.; Rites Murray Route Six
Dies Wednesday
Being Held Today
William Jess Birdsong
Mrs. W. A.(Flossie) Mohon of
412 Powell Street, Paris, Tenn.,
died Thursday at 7:30 a.m. She
was pronounced dead on arrival
at the Henry County General
Hospital there.
The deceased was 80 years of
age and a member of the
Church of Christ at Puryear,
Tenn. Born August 24, 1895, in.
Stewart County, Tenn., she was
the daughter the late Willard
Champion and Moela Vinson
Champion.
Mrs. Mohon is survived by
her husband, W. A. Mohon, to
whom she was married on
October 12, 1919; one daughter,
Mrs. Bob Moela) Miller, and
one son, Riley Motion, both of
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Pearl Lewis, Fraser, Mich.;
four grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Funeral Services will be held
today at three p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. Bill
Nicks and Bro. Robert Stauffer
officiating. Burial will be in the
Mt. Zion Cemetery.

Mrs. Girtha Ahart
Dies At-Paducah;
Rites Held Today
The funeral for Mrs. Girtha
Birdsong Ahart of 229 Goodman
Drive, Paducah, was held this
morning at eleven o'clock at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home,Paducah, with Rev. John
Austin officiating. Burial was in
the Oak Grove Cemetery there.
Mrs. Ahart, age 85, died
Tuesday at four p. m. at the
National Health Enterprises,
Paducah. She was a half
brother of Jess Birdsong of
Murray Route Six who died on
Wednesday.
She was the widow of Marcus
Ahart who died in 1941, and was
a member of the Old Baptist
Church in Trigg County where
she was born. She had lived in
Paducah since 1927.
Mrs. Ahart is survived by two
.daughters, Mrs. Oscar Duller
of Paducah and Mrs. William
Pugh of Chicago, Ill.; two
brothers, Mack Birdsong of
Paducah and Corbett Birdsong
of Trigg County; three sisters,
Mrs. E. Y. i Oina Turner of
Cadiz, Mrs. Artle Timmons of
Paducah, and Mrs. Vera Turner
of Detroit, Mich.; two grandchildren; three great grandchildren.

WE
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of
Murray Route Six died Wednesday at 7:30 p. m. at his
home. His death at the age of 94
followed along illness.
The Calloway County man
was a retired farmer and a
member of a Baptist Church.
Born March 8, 1881, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Crit Birdsong and Mary
Bullocks Birdsong. w
Mr. Birdsong is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Janie Peal Birdsong, Murray Route Six; two
daughters, Mrs. Wade (Lora
Dale) Fulks, Gracey, and Mrs.
Ernest (Myrtle Rhea) Page,
Murray Route Six; three sons,
Arthur and Taft Birdsong,
Cadiz, and Arvin L Birdsong,
Gracey; step son, Rex Peal,
Cadiz.
Also surviving are three half
sisters, Mrs. E. Y. Turner,
Cadiz, Mrs. Artie Timmons,
Paducah, and Mrs. Vera
Turner, Detroit, Mich.; two half
brothers, Corbett Birdsong,
Trigg County, and Mack Birdsong, Paducah; fifteen
grandchildren;
twenty-three
greekt grandchildren; three
groat great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Heine, Cadiz, with Rev.. Wade
Cunningham and Rev. C. C.
Britisher officaiting. Burial will
be in the Matheny Cemetery in
Trigg County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Funeral Held Here
For M. V. Boggess
Funeral services for M. V.
Boggess of Murray Route Two
were heldThursday at two p. m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Henry Hargis and Bre.
John L. Hicks officiating. The
song service was by singers
from Union Grove Church of
Christ, where he was a member, with Ralph Ray as the
leader:
Pallbearers were Ricky,
Randy, and Tommy Boggess,
Ronald Cooper, Jim Sloan, and
Samuel Workman. Burial was
in the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Mr. Boggess, age 75, died
Wednesday at 12:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Allbritten Boggess;
daughter, Mrs. Rex Cooper,
Murray Route Two; two sons,
James Sherwin Boggess,
Dexter Route One and Richard
Edward Boggess, Mayfield;
two sisters, Mrs. Noah
Williams, Fteidland, and Mrs.
Charles Humphrey, Murray;
half sister, Mrs. Minnie
Boggess, Murray Route Two;
five grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
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State Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison warns that,
despite a recent increase in
natural gas supplies, curtailments and short supplies will
be 's fact of life for years, and
a return to the abundant supplies of a decade ago is "out of
the question."
"The outlook for natural gas
supplies will continue to worsen
over the next few years," Harrison said. "By 1900, interstate
gas will not be available for
practically all industrial users.
'They must be sure that they
have an alternate source of

energy to substitute for natural
gas and they must conserve
and manage energy more carefully," he said.
Short term prospects for Kentucky will depend more on effective conservation programs
than on the weather this winter, Harrison said.
"Warm winters will not be as
much of a blessing if they mislead energy consumers into ignoring the need for conservation, because those who
continue to depend on abundant
supplies could be caught short
when a colder than usual winter comes along," he said in a
statement.
Barring a radical change in
the weather, the energy situation in the state for this winter
is "manageable," Harrison

said.
Kentucky has an advantage
over other states because of its
coal supply and the fact that
most of the electricity is generated from coal, he said.
But before coal can be considered the solution to the energy crunch, industries must
make changes in equipment
and environmental questions
must be answered.
Harrison said the only in'mediate solution is conservation.
To put it simply, saving
energy is saving jobs," he said.
"We're going to have to start
realizing that conservation is
the cheapest energy supplier
around and, if worse came to
worst, the only one we have to
turn to."

Traditional Breakfast Costs
More As Americans Start Year
sack of sugar at the checklist
By LOUISE COOK
stores went from 83 cents in
Associated Press Writer
January 1974 to a high of $3.02
Starting the day cost more as
Americans started the new _0_14w. 1, 1974, then dropped to
year, with an Associated Press -41.rt by the start at this month.
—The declines in sugar made
marketbasket survey showing
price increases for milk, butter, it appear that food prices were
dropping. When sugar was ineggs and coffee during the last
cluded in the total, the AP surmonth of 1975.
vey showed the marketbasket
The AP drew up a random
bill declined in seven cities durlist of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items, check- ing 1975 and was up in five.
ed the price at one super- (Sugar was not available in the
market in each of 13 cities on specified size at the checklist
March 1, 1973, and has rech- store in the 13th city.) When
ecked on or about the start of sugar was not 'included, however, the bill went up in every
each succeeding Month.
No attempt was made to city, rising an average 13 per
weight the survey results ac- cent over the 12-month period.
—Increases in dairy and othcording to population density or
in terms of what proportion of er breakfast products hit cona family's actual grocery out- sumers hard during December.
The price of a pound of butter
lay each item represents.
Among the highlights of the was up at the checklist store in
all 13 cities, rising an average
latest survey:
7
/
1
2 per cent. The price of a
was
marketbasket
bill
—The
up at the checklist store in sev- dozen, medium white eggs was
en cities during Decembere; ris- up in 12 cities, with in average
/
2 per cent. Milk
ing an average 3.7 per cent. increase of 121
went up in seven cities and cofThe bill decreased at the checklist store in five cities, down an fee increased in six cities. The
average 2.2 per cent, and was Increases in milk and milk
unchanged in one. Over-all, the products reflected a seasonal
marketbasket at the checklist decline in supplies; coffee
store rose just over 1 per cent prices have been rising since
midsummer because of frost
during December.
—Sugar prices declined that destroyed much of the
sharply durint 1975, although Brazilian crop.
—On the bright side, pork
they remained higher than they
were at the start of 1974. The prices showed signs of decline.
average price of a five-pound Smaller supplies of hogs had
pushed prices up to record levels in October, according to the

Lynn Grove, Goshen
Churches To Hear
Rev. Bill Hart

Rev. Bill Hart will speak at
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church at 9:30 a. m. and at
Goshen United Methodist
Church at eleven a. m. on
Sunday,January 4.
"And Suddenly....?" will be
the subject of Rev. Hart's
sermon. His scripture will be
from Luke 2:13-14 and Acts 2:2
and 9:3.
Sunday at 6:30 p. m. Rev.
Hart will speak on the book of
Hebrews at Goshen Church.
The public is invited to attend
Lex White, Jr., of Madison, all services of the two churches,
Wisconsin, died unexpectedly Rev. Hart said.
Monday at a hospital at
Madison. He was 38 years of Douglas Civic Club To
age.
The deceased was manager of Hold Meeting Monday
the Management Information
Civic
The
Douglas
Systems of Oscar Mayer
Improvement
Club
will
meet
Company, Madison. He was a
graduate of Murray State Monday, January 5, at seven
University and a Certified p.m. at the Douglas Community
Center.
Public Accountant. He was a
All interesting persons are
Wisconsin
and
member of the
urged
to attend this first
Kentucky CPA Associations and
meeting of the new year, a club
of
Institute
American
of the
spokesman said.
CPAs.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
mar ..•
Joy Owen White, and two sons,
1 ••onon .0
•
5
1 4Mager
AMON
Lex Owen White and Stephan
Todd White, all of Madison,
Priam td itaels al heid Murat at awe
Wisconsin; parents, Mr. and kwiley temibag le Mejaigs& TOM by
L M.ilines(b.sreastiisen:
Mrs. Lex White,Sr., of Norman,
Airco
17% -411
Okla.; one brother, James Amer. WWII
11%
Mgt OW
White of Los Angeles, Ashland Oa
AT&T
Sei•sac
California.
Ford
We -/
3
4
57% +/
3
4
Funeral services were held Gen. Motors
Gen Tire
1144 INC
this morning at eleven o'clock Goodrich
111% +14
a% 444
at the chapel of the Dunn Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
27
/
3
4 +/
3
4
Funeral Home, Eddyville, with Quaker Oats
X% +/
3
4
27/
3
4 +41
Rev. Gary Childress officiating. Repot& Steel
Singer
f4t tar
Entombment was in the TaPeolli
dew
We +/
3
4
mausoleum at the Murray City Weidern Union
Zenith
21% +/
3
4
Cemetery, Murray.
Prices of deck al tonal Mental at noes

U.S. Departihent of Agriculture. As grain prices dropped,
however, farmers increased
production and consumers are
reaping some benefits. The AP
survey showed the price of a
pound of center-cut pork chops
declined during December at
the checklist store in eight
cities, down an average of almost 10 per cent. The price increased in three cities and was
unchanged in two.

Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor Speak
-Atlunday Services
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear Bro. Lawson
Williamson speak at both
services at eleven a.m. and 6:45
p.m. on Sunday, January 4.
Tommy Scott will direct the
singing and special music at the
morning service. The youth will
meet at 5:30 p.m. for practice
and will sing in the evening
service.
Ronnie Walker will serve as
deacon of the week. Sunday
School will be at ten a.m. and
Church Training at six p.m.
Nursery workers will be Mrs.
Mary Janice Cooper, Mrs. Leta
Rutland, Mrs. Bera Wells, Mrs.
Jane Stallons, Mrs. Kathleen
Paschall, and Mrs. Patsy
Neale.

Dr. Bill Whittaker, 32, since
1969 pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Sturgis, will be installed as pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Murray
Sunday, Jan. 4, during the 10:45
a. m. worship service. He will
become the 22nd pastor in the
129-year history of the church.
Dr. Whittaker, a native of
Bowling Green and a graduate
of the Southern Baptist
Seminary in Louisville, will be
installed during a special
"Covenant of Dedication"
service led by Gus Robertson,
Jr., a member of the pulpit
committee, and with both the
congregation and the new
pastor participating.
Following the choral call to
worship, "0 God, Our Help in
Ages Past," by the adult choir
under the direction of the
minister of music, Rudolph
Howard, the invocation will be
given by Rev. •Ned Walsh,
minister of youth and activities.
The choir then will present
"Create in Me A Clean Heart,0
Dr. Paul Lyons will give the
scripture reading from 1
Timothy 3:1-7, and Edgar
Shirley will give the offeratory
prayer.
Guests will be greeted by G.
T. Moody, the minister of
education, and Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, chairman of the
board of deacons, will recognize
the pulpit committee, which, in
addition to Robertson, includes
Lyons, Shirley, Glen Grogan
and Jamie Washer.
Charles Omer, a member of
the First Baptist Church at
Sturgis, will bring greetings to
the Murray congregation from
the new pastor's former
pastorate, after which the
"Covenant of Dedication"
service will take place.
Stanford Andrus, a member
of the board of deacons, will
lead the installation prayer.
Dr. Whittaker, who also holds
an undergraduate degree from
Western Kentucky University,
and his family will be honored
at a reception and an "old
fashioned pounding" in the
church's Fellowship Hall
Sunday immediately following
the evening worship hour,
which begins at seven p. m.
The new Murray pastor, who
at one time served as a summer
missionary in the Philippines,
succeeds Rev. Richard Walker,
who resigned last April after
two and a half years in the

PRICE

DT. Bill Whittaker will be installed as pastor of the First Baptist Church, Murray, on Sunday. Pictured with Dr. Whittaker
are his wife, Rebecca Kaye,with their chicken,John,3, Karen
Ann,15,and Karen- Made,2.

Having purchased the former
pastorate to return to the
Amazon Valley in Brazil as a Dwaine Taylor home on Doran
Road, he and his wife, Rebecca
Baptist missionary.
As the new pastor at First Kaye, and their three children,
Baptist, Dr. Whittaker will lead a foster daughter, Karen Ann,
a congregation exceeding 1,870 15, John, 3, and Karen Marie, 2,
members and with an annual will be moving to Murray on
Jan.6.
budget of more than $240,000.
Founded in 1846 with 11
charter members, tile Murray
church has grown to be one of
Blood River Church
largest
and
Kentucky's
influential
Baptist
most
Plans Gospel Singing
congregations.
The regular monthly gospel
singing will be held at the Blood
LODGE MEETING
River Baptist Church on SunTemple Hill Lodge No. 276, F.
day,January 4,at two p.m.
Special quartets and other & A. M., will meet Saturday,
groups will be present. All January 3, 7:00 p. m. Work will
singers and listeners are in- be in the Master Mason Degree
vited,a church spokesman said. All Master Masons are invited.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
Flimsy, Ky.'
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

7534273

First of the Weeks Specials

ROSES

Central Shopping Center

Good Sun, Mon & Tue.

Lex White, Jr., Is
Dead At Age 38

Christmas Trees Will
Be Picked Up Monday

TWA

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The United States is, to put it
simply, running out of natural
gas.

EDT, today, hralisad to the Ledger 111
Time by ?int at Michigan. Corp., it
Murray,aro as blew
U.S Hansa
Kingman lk Breed

The annual Christmas tree Ponderosa System
Kimberly Clint
pickup will be held by the Hi Y Union Carbide
Club'ofMurray High School on
Texaco
Monday, January 5, from ten a General F3ec
GAY corp
m.to three p. m.
Georgia Peeifir
A charge of fifty cents per Pfizer
tree will be made For pickup Jim Waiters
/Unit+
call 753-9145, a club spokesman Diamy
Preractin Mini
said.
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THROW
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ROSES
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One Table Of

SEAMED SHEETS

ASST'D DRAPES
/
11 2

Price

RIG 2.88

2/5c*

All

MEN'S
SWEATERS
Reduced I /
To

'/3 Off

,

It

GINGER
JAR
LAMPS
REG.
49988

Ultra-Ban

Prolong
9 x 12
100% Nylon

GLENCOE
CARPET
REG.
52.00

Save
14.00

36®

12 Medium
Overnight

16 oz.
Reduced
For Clearance

4
REG.;1.49 77

TN

MIME'S
REG.
1.23

Saw
24'

Roll-On

Deodorant

991M

23 H.oz.

Savo
1.07

00

Kie

-a
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SOUTHSIDE

NORTHS1DE
iotio & Chestnut

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

12th & Story
8 AM-10 PM

6AM-12 Phi
CLOSED SUNDAY

At.

Closed Now Tsar's Day Jas. 1,1976

BANKROLL $
60000
AWARD
THIS WEEK
PRICES GOOD THRU TUES. JAN.6, 1975

LAST WEEK
Northside
No Winner

Southside
No Winner

NORTHSIDE: juu

SOUTHS1DE:

sl 300

•
RO•TEL

Grapefruit
Juice

TABLERITE

SLICED

Bacon

46 oz.
Unsweetened
3946

I Bapiftaker
Karen

12 oz.
Pkg.

e former
in Doran
Rebecca
children,
ren Ann,
Marie, 2,
urray on

',ars

CENTER CUT

PORK
CHOPS. Lb. $1148

with 11
Murray
be one of
and
it
Baptist

Kleenex Tissue 125 ct.

JG
o. 276, F.
4sturday,
York will
Degree.
invited.

29

TOTINO

Pizza
-7
-

ITO!.
— Pkg.

SLICED INTO CHOPS

IA Pork Loin

HAMBURGER
CHEESE
_ SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI

89'

•
Lb$1°8
JUST•R1TE

CHILI
WITH BEANS
303

A

CAN

1

GOLDEN GRAIN•DINNER

MACARONI
"x
& CHEE

BUSH'S
FRESH SHELLED

19

BLACK-EYE 4
PEAS

79't

"KAN
CANS
FOR

FIRM *GREEN

-4

Cabbage
Off

1

It

00

Lb.

IGA Saltine
10 oz.\
•6 PACK4111111111111
.
°

CRACKERS
1 lb. Box

45'

Orange

I QUANTITY RICHES
RESERVED

CRUSH 594
Plus Bottles Or Deposit

39"

We're WeicoMingIA
The NEW YEAR
With Some Of
The HOTTEST
PRICES SEEN. We're
Setting The Trend
For The
NEW YEAR

PURE GROUND•GIL-

Black
Pepper 4aioNz. 1394

4

•

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
3,

Baptist
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Methodist
Hazel Methodist Church

1.;..
ts

R LL U;:
,, 4

Scotts Grove
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a. m
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
West Fork
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p. m.
Sunday Evening
7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening
Sinking Springs
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:45 p. m.
. Northside
11:00a.m,
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p. m
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
11:Q03 a.M...
Morning Worship
6:30 p. rn.
Evening Worship
Grace Baptist
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
River
Blood
11:006.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Kirksey Baptist
11:00a.m.
Worship
Morning
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Memorial Baptist
Worship
10:50a. m.
Morning
, 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p. m.
Evening Worship
.Cherry Corner
,
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
r
Elm Grove
11:00
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
Owens Chapel
11:006.m.
Morning Worship
5:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9:30 a. m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
2:00 p. m.
ist Sunday
10:30 a. m.
4th Sunday
Old Salem Baptist
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p. m.
Vesper Service
Coldwater
11:006.m.
Morning Services
7:00 p. m.
Evening Services
Faith Baptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Locust Grove
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Preaching
H./A.m.& 6 p.m.
7 p. m.
Wed.

Worship

Nazarene
Murray Church
9:45a.m.
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
5:15p.m.
N.Y r' 5
6:00p.m.
Eve ling Worship
7:00p.m.
Wednesday Worship
Locust Grove Church
11:00a.m,
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

two hundredth
NEW YEAR

Heights
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11a. m.,7 p. m.
Worship Services
Calvary Temple
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
10:00
Church School
11:00
Worship Service
First Assembly of God
10:00a.m.
Church School
11:006.m.
Worship Service
United, 310 Irvan Ave.
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

10:00

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday, 10:00a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Good Shepherd United
10:00a.m.
Worship Serv ice
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Independence United
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.

Church of Christ

Awvtices

Penecostal

11:00
Mason's Chapel

Worship

1776-1976

New Providence
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Green Plain
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
West Murray
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

Kirksey United
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:001.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Worship
Evening

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th Sun.
day
Temple Hill United
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
8:45&10:501.m.
Worship
•

Seventh A Poplar
Worship Service
10:40 a.m.
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50 a.m.
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Pleasant Valley
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:00 P.mSecond Street
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
3:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Friendship
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Hazel Church of Christ
10:00
Bible Study
10:50
A.M. Worship
6:00
P.M. Worship
7:00
Mid-Week
Coldwater
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Kirksey Church of Christ
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m. Sunday
& Wednesday

-r

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10.45 a.m.,7 p.m.

Russels Chapel
Sunday School
Morning Worship

United
10:00a.m.
11:00a.m.

Goselin Methodist
Worship Service at 11:00a.m. lst &
9:30 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays,
3rd
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. 1st &
11:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundoys,
3rd
Sundays
Cole's Camp Ground
10:00a.m.
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
10:00a.m.
Worship Service
11:00a.m. _
1st & 2nd Sundays,
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Hebron
Mt.
...
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, 8. 4th
Sunday

ler Carmer---7-' ~Ship Service 10:00 a.m. nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00a.m. 2nd Sunday

Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Massla.m.,11 a.m., 4:30p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses 10:30e. m.
Watchtower
Bible Lecture
9:30 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M.E.
Worship Services
11 a. m.,7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School
9:15
Worship Hour
10:301. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
9:15 a. m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:30 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10:001.m.
9:30 a. m.
Worship Service

ANCEILICA'S TWO HUNDRELYI1E1 NEW

-Presbyterian

YEAR

history.
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Brooks Chapel United
9:30 a.m.
1st 8. 3rd Sunday
7:00p.m.
Evening
11:00a.m.
Sunday
2nci & Anti
No evening Worship
Bethel United
11:00a.m.
1st & 3rd Sunday
9:306.m.
Sunday
2nd & 4th
6:00p.m.
Evening
South Pleasant Grove
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening
Storey's Chapel United
9:45a.m.
Morning, Worship
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10:006.m.
Worship Services
11 cm.,7 p.rn.
Mount Pleasant
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30a.m.
Worship Service
10:45a.m.

This New Year le• very grail& eme-it is the beginning of our Iii-aamtemnhal year.

e

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
10:45 a.m.
Morning Services

O. Om MI
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Creative Printers,Inc.
Quality Commercil Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285
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Cain K Tress
Motor Soles

-

sos Caltivieter Mi.
these 7534444

Yowr Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1V2 NW I. rof S. 120

Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.

Murray

'West Kentucky Transportation Center"

Larry a Merle Mew Owners

Murray Livestock Co.

Wayne S. Cathy Perrin - Owners
-11hiss-liscsrns4desic-ilesks-Cheryl Seppies-Gifts-

Sole Every Saturday at 1 P. M.- Ph. 753-5334
beet Ms* Wilf
Horse Sala Each 3rd Friday Night

_

Ili.

WM.

.0

Lanes Inc.

41%

Murray Upholstery Shop

'

"BOWLINE AT ITS IIIIST"

_

4-

-9.14...&

'Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
A Compiete Car Upholstery Coster

"Go T4/1/10tril SUN ila % -

PPM* 713-2363

1411 Main Street

.

601 South 4th

753-0405

r

Wayne DarneU Outboard Marine

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices few Cern. Wheat IL sevlbeses

silks-Service-Ports

Holmes Ellis, Mgr.

Boats i Boating Supplies
hwy. 94 I.

133-3734

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

'The, gittiO10110110111.1 Choke hi. Flee Priming-

ft 4
753-3164

Fitts Block G Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks I,
Reedy Mix Concrete

753-1717

Nines 753-1544

lest Alei Street

'Nummilml

1

Kent Wright Glass Co.

641 Super Shell

Originel Equipment Aide Glees
Glass for Every Porpoise
"Service if our most important product '
4th St., Murray
753-0176
1

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Marney,By.

rsi 53'?

Mal al 4.4.-/aenvar

..Ph...7534713

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Paschall Truck Lines

808 Coldwater Rd.

1

Winchester Printing Services
Inc.

4111 Aleph

COMPLIMENTS

Tam Ceineists fir. S.r.k. Cams.
Fee Pesensger Traci a rens has

Flowers iOr all Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
SOO /4 4th 751 3751 753 1111414
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Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center

E. W.Outland,Supt.
Phone7534120

Ewing Tire Service

P. L. Finks, Goesrel diessear
kering Graves, Calaway, llershell, Carlisle Cseurtim
in Ey. mid didady Cs., Tsree.
7534351 or 2474350

---

I

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Year Johnson Motors Denier

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Sarney Drum Stets Ifehortity

1413 Olitm NM.
753-7334

1

/

Wallace's
Book Store

Religious
Books"

Acrfs of
Free Parking

J.1N. WILItAM-MOR.
* NOUSE SOAT RENTALS 41
--- -' - . --Ky. Lake Watt Park
Pk 4744245
_

la.

i

Slay for Ds
Wire fair

000T .7

Keonlake Marina
Tabors Body Shop, Inc.

Air Csedifieeleg4isethee-Cammersiel lieMyennise
WYK/THROWNINOWUDGE
flees 7534151
elli Chostort

I. Dods'.,°WINN

733•435

Nukes,fileffiers
etc.

1

Randy Thornton
Service Co.
-

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Open 9.9 Mon.-Sat.
143...
Phone 7334777

ell Nora - 71/4154

713-1372

Mi-Air Sheep* Canter
14 weeinleys
64 hi. a Set.
We 7534.111 .

hettlatatienfte f'‘'
.

Mausoleum-Cemetery lets
Complete Counseling Service

'Mt at Poplar onnouungolellialnialliall

Wes A Semis.

OTASC

Franchised Builder
1608 Sunset-753•7140

Taylor Motors, Inc.

-

IMF.IS

________--

Murray Metal Buildings

Let Us Entertain YInd

The Christian Book Center

Corvette

!
ow is yawn is'
Amon, Ily: - acres

AetheriessiMererview

Bel-Air Shopping Center

. Theatres

Phis,7331409

no c.o..I.

Mack & Mack
I

Stri.cel

Isn

40447•1

,

a

Carroll Tire Service

111114 W...A plummet intern*
I.the dors ectivida
cowl.,I.aloxim a amovinoo alwars

ilao Thom, ht.is.614,tm MS

Metal Buildings-Sales I, Service

7534414

645 aleph E.

South bid

401 Olive — 753-5312

Storey's Food Giant

daub legberitedielers deprimil
A COMPUTE PARTS IMPARTMENT

Lamplighter Restaurant

1.5 1.. :.
tt.4-'t,
• '
ktiftiast,
'
., • 1;iii .._

753-2752 or 753-3571

Phase 71134316
I

Industrial Read

Murray Auto Parts

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.

Murray Electric System

MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND EIENVICE

"WS Finger Wile/ Rear
Try Our Ildisetlleet end Manilealiddies
4
Cal in Orders 753-7161
7511751 ilsasesre ..12th
i

21/0 S. 711

1105 Pogo.

66

Kentucky 'fried Ckicket stok.. Tractor I Implement Co.

form*Ileni-Onesr
-Csonsiste Artseretic Treessaissise Savvier
-Freer led Alliewesat
- Csapists Tires4ip & law* Serrics-

Rerse-lihrlerlsr-Greedis-Seep-Pecer
tag tivelity Uses, Cars

PHILLIPS

752
3-41 1

Beff-Air Center - Mulvey, Ky.

7334550

Boyd's Auto Repair

ill t41='•

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
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Free Pickup & Delvery
Opee CM is. a. - Opse 1 1 AO p. e.
Smiley Op.. MN s. se.-Clese 111144 p...
Sorth 126 - Moms 753-0131

us

Grecian Steak House

Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
Filimalier FDIC

Tam Andrews - Yew Nest
Me..main apes Shy, Nee. Wm Tiers
hi..S.See.-T4ses Neel Spesiel
te 7534410
r
Ns.ihht.61 - CaI Ode,.

KELLEY'S TERMITE II PEST
CONTROL
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Sam Wham Plumbing-Electric
Saks and Service
Phone 753-5082
-

-

103 Maple-153-1933

_

205 No.4th St.
_ ._

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOESIERS OF SNELL OIL PRODUCTS

l'irr Id/ %our fi,rtilt:er
‘vyll..•

SleethrAir Casmilnelltramg"
/4 ..
ri...town

7534914

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St.-Mernry

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
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Murray Cablevision
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.
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United
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Cody Traded Art for Country Music
rough. But we had a feeling of
togetherness and we knew
something better would happen
in the future.
-We started to make money
and a lot of the guys got married and bought houses and became regular middle-class type
people. Now they have house
and car payments."
The band discovered its pedal
steel guitar player, Bobby
"Blue" Black in a country band
in San Jose's Cowtown. "They
had a $50 talent contest each
week. One week we sent Andy
Stein down and he won $50.
John Tichy went the following
week and tie won. The third
week Bill Kitchen went but he
didn't win. They'd figured out
we were a band. But we met
Bobby that way."
Cody lives in a little town 35
miles from San Francisco,
which stays small by being on
a winding road. "I've become a
bird watcher," he says, "The
COMMANDER CODY
Bolinas Lagoon is out my back
door and it has a pelican popuas well really be in show busi- Amen."
lation of about 65. I never got
be
likes
to
Cody says he
ness.
into bird watching until I startThe group's lead guitar play- called Cody or George, but not ed watching them fish. They're
Conurunander, because that
er had moved to the San Frana beautiful sight."
sounds like he was in Vietnam.
cisco area from Ann Arbor and
Commander Cody and his
Arriving in California, Cody Lost Planet Airmen's first
urged the rest to join him. "In
stayed with various friends, record contract was with ParaJune of 1969 I said all right. I
slept for a time in a closet and mount, for whom they made
cut my ties and went. My mom
would take some old painting four LPs. From the first one
didn't speak to me for two
his hosts didn't like and paint came their only top 10 single,
years. I'd thrown away a good
one of his own over it, some- "Hot Rod Lincoln," in the wincareer."
times with dime store brushes, ter of 1972. "It sold about
Cody's father and brother are
to give instead of rent. Some- 900,000. It was a novelty record,
commercial artists and his
times he'd sell one. The band talking with truck-driving guimother is a color specialist.
tried to get musical jobs, too. tar.
A' talk ivith Cody,-whose real
"It took us a year to make "Our new stuff, on 'Tales
name is George Frayne, is a
enough money to get on food from the Ozone,' is more exstraightforward account, with
stamps. You couldn't make $25 pansive. We've got some
amusing and unexpected
a week and get them. They'd straight country-western, some
asides. His road crew is exgive food stamps, at that time, straight rock 'n' roll, a disco
perienced in carpentry so it
to a house full of people who song and a classic fiddle tune
will rebuild the inside of the
weren't family. We lived in two ends the record to show off
bus he eight-piece band travels
houses next to each other. We Andy Stein. Sales are starting
o. The plywood has. arrived, got food stamps and food and slowly but it's going to build."
addressed to "Commander
cooked and we made it. It was It is the group's second LP for
Cody and the Lost People of

---By_MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
A lot of people drift into musical groups in college and take
it from there as a career. Commander Cody started that way,
while he was studying sculpture
and painting, but he kept on for
awhile in art. Then music became the career and art the
hobby.
He named the group Commander Cody and his Lost
Planet Airmen while in college,
trying to excite interest by novelty. They were playing goodtime country-western music,
mixed with rock, and trying to
give it a swing so it could be
danced to, at the parties and
dances where they played.
He went to the University of
Michigan because it was a tong
way from his family's home on
Long Island and because he
thought'he'd be good at the decathlon, discovering after he
got there that Big Ten schools
don't have the decathlon in
their sports program.
After graduation, he went to
Wisconsin State at Oshkosh,
Wis., to teach. "I didn't keep
attendance and they were
shocked. I hau some proven
projects for the art students
like making three-dimensional
designs, like balsa wood airplanes, and that was frowned
on. It was 1968 and in figure
drawing they wouldn't let me
have a nude model. I figured,
'This is not going to be my career.'
"Every weekend I drove Seven and a half hours to Ann Arbor to play with the band and
see my friends."
Cody also went to New York
to decide whether to become an
artist there. He was told that
he could make it if he socia:
Liderti di UM right parties and he
decided that if he was going to
be in show business, he might

Small Town Story
Isn't Quite Significant
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It might have been better,
THE LAST VALLEY. By
A.B. Guthrie Jr. Houghton Mif- and perhaps even of literary
impact, had Guthrie chosen to
flin. 293 Pages. $8.95.
There's something about this go into more detail and depth
novel that evokes memories of in his development of the story
Norman Rockwell and,the Sat- and characters. ''The Last Valurday Evening Post - the old ley" borders on being a significant work, but unfortunately
one, not the new one.
Words such as reaped. ne-M& --Tor both the author and the
border isn't
bors, truth and patriotism come reader, the
to mind as this book is read. crossed.
Dudley Lehew
But then, it's a book about
Associated Press
people of the era when those
were bywords, not rare words.
UGLY BUTCH
Obviously, the author has
JOINS ASCAP
captured the flavor of that era.
NEW YORK (AP) - The
And he has done it with a touch
that hints of John Steinbeck. American Society of ComThe story setting is a small posers, Authors and Publishers
town in a western state and it's has such members as Stevie
pre and postwar development. Wonder,Irving Berlin, Richard
The main character is the edi- Rodgers and Bob Dylan. It also
tor of the town's weekly news- has a large number of members who use pseudonyms.
paper.
Attila, Dante, Darwin and
Ben Tate becomes editor by
purchasing the newspaper after Elijah are members of ASCAP.
his war stint. He is not from So are Ugly Butch, Billy Bombthe town and enters the scene ay, Sandy Courage, Coventry
as an outsider. But his editor- and Pierre Vivant. If your muship pits his presence alid sical Watering to the hot there-imprint firmly on the town and are Diable and Bonfire Mars
its citizens, one of whom he and for nature lovers there are
Frog and the Eloquent Elemarries.
There's a lot more to the phant.
Paul Minnesota, Sam Trade
plot, but it is this simple framework and the simplicity of its Wind, Buck Trail, Two Dollar
development that make "The Bill, Joe Cowboy and Cowboy
Last -Valley" a book that can Joe are members of ASCAP
and all try to Be Good.
be enjoyed.
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Even astronauts are practicing Transcendental Meditation. Here the Maharishi Maheshi Yogi tours NASA
headquarters in Texas during a recent visit to the
United States. TM has processed over a half-million
- Americans and grossed a $12 million annual revenue
NOVA explores the scientific benefits of these
rituals on "Meditation and the Mind," Sunday,
January 18, at 8 p.m. (EST) 7 p.m. (CST) on
Kentucky Educational Television (KET).

Ke

Ashland
WKAS 25
Bowling Green
WKGB 53
Covington
WCVN U
Elizabethtown
WKZT 23
Hazard
WKHA 35
Usxington-Richmond .. WKLE 46
Louisville
wiCatJ MI
Madisonville
WILMA 35
Morehead
WKMR 36
Murray-Mayfield
WKMU 21

SUNDAY, JANUARY

Criventon
Pikeville
Somerset
TRANSLATORS
Barbourville
Cowan Creek-Eons
Falmouth
Louisa
Pinevili.
Wh itesburg

Eastern/Central Time
6:00/5:00 p.m.
ARE YOU
LISTENING?
6:30/5:30
BOOK
BEAT
7:00/6:00 A FIDDLER NAMED
FODOR
7:30/6:30 LOWELL THOMAS
REMEMBERS
8:00/7:00 NOVA
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
10:00/9:00
MUSIC
FROM
ASPEN

SIGNS IN CULTURE
13:00/7:00 OURSTORY
8:30/7:30 CONSUMER SUR
VIVAL KIT
9:00/8:00 IN SEARCH OF A
MAESTRO
10:00/9:00 WOMAN ALIVE!
10:30/9:30 WOMAN
11:00/10:00 CAPTIONED ABC
EVENING NEWS

WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 7

6:30 Go. Hr
7:00 Hong Kong
7:30 Torn/Jerry
8:30 Frightenstein
9:00 Gilligan
9:30 Goolies
10:00 Six" Suil•
10:30 Soul Train
11:30 Am. Band.
12:30 Rockin'
1:30 Red Gold
2:30 pro Bowl,
-4:00 Wide Spec
i
5:33 News
I
8:00 Ebony
7:00 H. Covell
8:00 s.w.A.T.
9:00 Matt Helm
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Basketball
12:00 PTL Club
2:00 Neva

WTVF-5
,
8:30 Sunrise
7:00 Pebble
7:30 Bugs Bun.
8:ao Stooby
9:00 Shazam
10:00 Far Out
10:30 Ghost But
11:00 Dinosaurs
11:30 Fat Abed
12:00 Town Counc
1:00 Fun City
1:30 Gomer Pyle
2:00 Lone Ranger
3:00 TBA
4i30 P. Mason
5:30 News
6:00 Hee HOW
7:00 Jeffersons
7:30 Doc
8:00 M.T. Moore
8:308. Newhart
9:00 C. Burnett
10:00 New.
10:30 I ronside
11:30 C. Perry
12:00 Theatre
1:30 Late Show

Warner Brothers.
Cody says that country fans
like them but they don't get
%
much airplay on country sta- 101mlimilsmalr
tions, He says, "There's only
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, JANUARY 4, 1976 SCHEDULE
one dirty song we did. We put
out a sticker for radio stations
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
WNGE-2
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
on one of our early albums,'Do
not play side I cut 2.' That was
5:00
7.00
Sunrise
Music
CItY
8:30
Bible
Ch.
7:00 Veg. Soup
6 00 Cioesup
7:00 Church
7:30 Discovery
really a gospel song. Side 1 cut
7:00 Worship
7 30 Gospel Sing. 6 30 News
7:30 Jubilee
8.00 J. R°°01°11
5 was the dirty one. They
7.00 Dimension
7:30 J• Sw•9990
8.30 Devotion
8:300. Roberts
8:00 C. Tipton
8:00 Amax. Grace
7:30 Herald
played it and they swore they'd
915 Hamilton
830 J. Robison
9:00 Gosp. Hr.
8:303 Stooges
8:00 Archie
9:30 Gov. Hr
never play us again. Dirty stuff
9:00 Good News
8:30 Globetrotters 10:00 These Days 9:30 R. Humbard
10.00 Ch. Lys.
on country-western radio! It's
9:300.
10:30
Make
Roberts
Wish
10:30 Bap, Ch.
9:00 Sept. Church
10:30 Accent
10-55 Schoolhouse 11:30 News Cont.
10:00 Tony & Susan
one of the reasons we're not
10:00 Camaro 3
11:00 Meet Press
10:30 Face Nation
12:00 Soul City
11:00 Film
real big in country-western."
10:30 Face/Nation
11:30 Grandstand
11:00 R. Skinner
12:30 Matinee
11:30 Don Young
11:00 This Life
Recently the band appeared
12:00 AFC Chorop
1130 Football
2:00 Music City
on an episode of
Police
3:30 "Year End"
3:30 What's Line
2:30 L. Welk
helin
Story
Tgv
112
2:730 D
12
1;00
30 Lo
arn
okp/L
Fieve
irt
Woman" on TV."They wanted a
5:00 News Beet
4:00 Hol. Spec.
3:30 Movie
1:15 Matinee
Am. Life
1:00
far-out rock band for a show
News
5:30
5:33 Wild King.
5:30 News
2:30 Champ. Games 1:30 Matinee
6:00W. Disney
about payola and graft and
8:00 our000rsroso 8:00 Swiss Fern.
5:00 80 Minutes
3:00 Lamp Feet
7:00 6 Mil. $ Man
7:00 Cher
murder and an evil guy ma$:30 Wild King.
7:0° Elie"'Queen 3:30 Look Live
8:00 Movie
8:00 Kolak
_
800 Movie
nipulating poor rock musicians.
4:00 Matinee
Swiss Fem.
5:006
Bronk
10:00
9:00
mil.
me_
Kotter
7:00
80 minuum
I'm the leader of the Chro- 2_1040Nem Bese
$ " 10:30 Viirest
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
7:00
Cher
Movie
8:00
mium Skate Board. I walked in
10:30 RePorts
11:30 Future Shock
8:00 Kojak
10:00 News
and they said, 'Okay, we'll just
11:00 B. Jones
12:30 New Life
10:15 Movie
Bronk
9:00
12:00 Survival
have to make the guy a little
100 News
10:00 News
older.' They wanted teen-age
-4045 Wagon Tr.
•
glitter in the recording studio. I
12:15 News
advised them against that. We
worked out a bunch of compromises, but it's still going to
look real hokey."
Stein and Cody also are scoring a movie, "Hello, HollyDAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Maw
wood," for New World Pictures. -They did 'Candy Striped
WS11-3
WTVF-5
Wt4GE-2
KFVS-12
Nurses' and 'Death Rays 2000'.
7:00 Good Mom.
8:00 Am America
5:15 C. Journal
8:15 Monday
They're R-rated movies for
8:00 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Bozo
Montage
5:30 C. Tipton
9:00 J. LaLanne
6:30 Breakfast
drive-ins and the Southwest.
8:00 Zoo Revue
6:00 News
9:30 Zoo Revue
8:46 Pastor Spits. 7:00 News
There are five of our tunes in
7:00 Bob Hynes
10:00 M. - Consul. 8:30 Jeannie
7:00 Today Sh.
8:00 Capt. Kong.
it. Somebody turns on a radio
7:55 Dorinda
9:00 M. Douglas
T • Insight
9:00 Romper Rm.
and we materialize. I never
10:00 Edge/Night
8:00 Capt. Kong,
9:00 Price Is Right
W • This Life
9:25 Calendar
9:00 Price Is Right
10:30 Happy Days
Th - Sec. Heart
scored a film; we need the ex9:30 Wheel Fort. 10:00 Gambit
9:30 Tattletales
11:00 News
F 'Journey
10 00 High Roll.
10:10 Love Life
perience. At a certain profit
10:00 Gambit
10:30 Happy Days 11:30 All Child.
10.30 Hol. Squ.
10:55 News
level, if it gets there, they'll
10:30 Love Life
12:00 Ryan's Hope
1100 Marble
11:00 Young Rest. 11:00 Showoffs
pay us some percentage."
11:00 Restless
12:30 Make Deal
11:30 Jackpot
11:30 Search Tom. 11:30 All Child.
Cody also paints and he has
11:30 Search Tom.
11:56 News
12:00 Farrn Picture 12:00 Ryans Ho:oe 1:00 $10,000 Pyr.
,
,iv.
12:00 Sing.'
1:30 Rhyme/Reas,
12:30 Make Deal
"discovered the electric type12:00 News Beet 12:06 News
12:20 Weather
1:00 $10,000 Pyr. 2:00 Gen. Hosp.
writer" and is writing a book
12:30 Days LiVell 12:30 World TURFS
12:25 News
2:30 One Life
1:30 Rhyme/Flees
1:33 Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
about the road, after six years
' 12:30 World Turns
3:00 A. Griffith
2:00 Gen. Haag.
2:00 Anoth. WO. 2:00 All In Family
on the road and 225 dates a
1:30 Guiding Light
- 3:30 Gm. Acres
2:30 One Life
2:30 Match Game
3:00 Somerset
year. "I'm an energetic per2:00 All In Family
.3196 You 0041 09`r 4100114 Valley
4'30 GINiaen
300 Tanlataiss
2:33 Match Game
5:00 News
son," he says. "I've got to be
3:30 M-Th
4130 Dragnet
3:30 Bewitched
3:00 Comer Pyle
5:30 News
MGM Thee
doing stuff all the time."
4:30 Ironside
4:00 Hogan's Heroes
5:30 News
News Best
800
:
NOTE.
4:00 Friday
Ironside
5:00 Friday
Montage

NIKON 52
WICPI 22
WKSO 29
12

9

4:30 Mickey Mouse
5:00 Tell Truth
5:30 Neva

3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Big Show
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:00 News

8:00 Concentration

F-Charlie Ch
4:00 F-Music City
4:30 F-Soul Train

•

56
10

9

FRIDAY, JANUARY
9
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. KY. GED SERIES
4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS'
N5IG6480RHOCIO
4:30/3:30 SESAME STREET
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
5:00/5:00 TISA
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:0016:00 AVIATION WEATHER
7:30/8:30 BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
1:00/7:00
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
5:30/7:30
WALL STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00
COMMENT
ON
KENTUCKY
9:30/8:30 UNIVERSITY REPORTS
10:00/9:00 THE ONEDIN LINE
11:00/10:01) CAPTIONED ABC
EVENING NEWS

Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. HIGHER EDU
CATION PREVIEW: NEW AP
MONDAY, JANUARY 5
PROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL
Eastern/Central Time
LEARNING & DISCIPLINE
3:30/2:30 p.m. HIGHER EDU4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS'
CATION PREVIEW: DIMENNEIGHBORHOOD
SIONS IN CULTURE
4:30/3:30 SESAME STREET
4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS'
5:30/4:30 THE
ELECTRIC
NEIGHBORHOOD
COMPANY
4:30/3:30 SESAME STREET
6:00/5:00 TBA
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC.
6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
- -- 7110/61110- HIGHER EDUCA
11343104ParNY
6:00/5:00 TBA
DIMEN
TION PREVIEW:
6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
SIONS IN CULTURE
7:00/6:00 HIGHER EDUCA7:30/6:70 HIGHER EDUCA
TION PREVIEW: TEACHING
TION PREVIEW:
AS MAN
SATURDAY,JANUARY 10
TO READ
BEHAVES
FROM Eastern/Central Time
7:30/6:30 HIGHER EDUCA8:00/7:00
MUSIC
SESAME
TION PREVIEW:
ASPEN
AS MAN
BEHAVES
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR STREET11.1".
6:001500 THE ELECTRIC
MANCES
8:00/7:00 DISCOVERING CUB
COMPANY
SCOUTING
9:30/8:30 MISTER ROGERS
8:30/7:30
PARTNERS
IN
THURSDAY, JANUARY 8 NEIGHBORHOOD
PROGRESS
19:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
Eastern/Central Time
9:0018:00 COMMONWEALTH
11:00/10:
THE ELECTRIC
3:30/2:30 p.m. HIGHER ED Co
CALL IN
UCATION PREVIEW: TEACH
10:00(9:00 DIMENSIONS OF
MISTER ROGINC CHILDREN TO READ 1 1:30/10:30
PERSONALITY
4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS' ERS' NEIGHBORHOOD
10:30/9:30 KY. GED SERIES
12:00 p.m./11:00 TBA
NEIGHBORHOOD
11:00/10:00 CAPTIONED ABC
4:3W330 SESAME STREET 12:30/11:30 OURSTORY
EVENING NEWS
ELECTRIC 1:00/12:00 GE TTIPY OVER
5:30/4:30 THE
1:30/12:30 CANDIDE
COMPANY
30012:00
TBA
TUESDAY, JANUARY 6
8:00/5:00
CAR RASCOLEN
3
F:0/32:
v30 SEVEN CHINESE
Eastern/Central 'Time
DAS
330/2:30 p.m. HIGHER EDU8:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES FESTIVALS
:00 ANTIQUES
CATION PREVIEW: AS MAN
7:00/6:00 HIGHER EDUCA
a:030
:30/3:
CINEMA SHOWBE
TION PREVIEW:
AS MAN 4
CASE
4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS'
BEHAVES
NEIGHBORHOOD
7:30/6:30 HIGHER EDUCA S:00/4:00 LILIAS, YOGA &
4:30/3:30 SESAME STREET
T1ON PREVIEW:
OMEN YOU
5:30/4:30 NOVA
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
SIONS IN CULTURE •
COMPANY
uAno.4
:30/9:3030 NEW SHAPES: ED
8:00/7:00 DEATH AND DV 6
600/3:00 VEGETABLE SOUP
INC
6:30/5:30 KY. GED SERIES
O:30/7:30 LOWELL THOMAS 7/00/11:00 PIPING LINE
8:00/7:00 INTERNATIONAL
7:00/8:00 HIGHER EDUCAREMEMIIERS _
TION PREVIEW:
ANIMATION FESTIVAL
NEW AP
4:00/8:00 CANDI DE
6:e /730:30 SPECIAL OF THE
PROACHES TO HIGH SCI4001
3O SEVEN CHINESE
E:3Ogl
sT i:Aut
1
F0
WEEK
LEARNING AND DISCIPLINE
7:30/6:30 HIGHER EDUCA1101Y
016.0„
8:00
00 OURSTORY
11:00/10:00 CAPTIONED ABC 8
TION PREVIEW:
DIMENVENING NEWS

ENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•800 COOPER DR.eLEXINGTON, KY. 40602

,

TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING/ JANUARY 5t 1976 SCHEDULE

73
r

4

WNGE-2

7:00 Hong Kong
7.25 Schoolhouse
7:30 Tom/Jerry
8:25 Schoolhouse
8:30 Lost Sauc.
9:00-Gilligan
9.25 Schoolhouse
9:30 Groovie
9:55 Schoolhouse
10:00 SPd. Bug.
10:30 Odd Ball
11:00 Uncle Crock
11 AO Am. Band.
1 30 Welly
1
Champions
2i100 Farm Rep.
30 Pas Bowl.
4:00 Sports
5:30 News
6:00 L. Welk
7:00 H. COW)
8:00 SWAT.
9:00 Matt Helm
1.0:00 News
10:30 Sarnmy/Co

6:00 Sunrise
8:30 News
7:00 Pebbles
7:30 Bugs Bun.
8:30 Scooby Doo
9:00 essaeoro
.
10-00 Far Out
10.30 Ghost Bust.
11:00 Dinosaurs
11:30 Fat Albert
12:00 F ism paw.
1:00 Good News
1:30 NFL Game
2:00 Matinee
130 P.A. Fortin)
4:00 Wash. Dabs(
5:00 News
5:30 News
6:00 Hee Harr
7:00 Jefferson'
7:30 Doc
8:00 M.T. Moors
8:308. Newhart
9:00 C. Burnett
0:00 Neva
0:30 Gunsmoke
i1:30 NashJR:oed
4.Pre

7
'°° Emer8encY
7:30
Josis
8:00W. Kitty
8:30 P. Panther
9:00 Land Lost
9:30 Run Joe
10:00 Apes
10:30 Woodwind
11:00 Jason"
11:3) Got
12:30 Atop Fence
1:00 Basketball
3:00 Basketball
5:00 Spirit .78
5:30 News
6:00 News Beat
6:30 Accent
7:00 Emergency
8:00 Movie
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Weekend
12:00 Felony Sci

* Movies

.

WS11-3

KFVS-I2

WPSD-6

WPSD-6

I

6:33 Pop Goes
7:00 White Paper
10:00 News' Beat
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

_

KFVS-12

WSIL-3

8:30 Tress Hum
7:00 Rhoda
7:30 Phyllis
8:00 All/Fam.
8:30 Maude
9:00 CBS Reports
1000 News
10:30 Movie
12:33 News

-..

5:30 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6:00 Cisco Kid
8:30 News
7:00 Olympic
8:00 CI00101)
10:00 News
10:30 World Ent.
12:00 News

WNGE-2

6:30 Hol. Squar.
7:00 Mobret One
8:00 Olympics
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Movie 2
12:30 PTL Club

WTVF-5

.

8:301.11 Truth
7:00 Rhode
.7:30 Phyllis
8:00 All/Family
8:30 Maude
9:00 Inquiry
10:00 News
10:30 Hawaii 5-0
11:30 Movie

TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 6, 1976 SCHEDULE
WNGE-2
KFVS-12
WSIL-3
WPSD-6
wrvF:5
.

,

8:30 Trees. Hunt
7:00 Happy DaYs
7:308. Vinton
8'00 Rookies
9:00 "Roby
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Movie
12:30 PTL Club

5:30 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6:00 Lassie
6:30 News
7:00 Happy Days
1:30 Kotter
8:00 Rookies
9:00 Walby
10:'00 News
10:30 World Em.

6:30 Name Tune
7:00 Good Times
7:30 Joe Sons
8:00 M•A•VH
8:30 One Day
9:00 Switch
10:00 Reports
10:30 Movie
12:30 News

6.30 Make Deal
7:00 Movin' On
8:00 Pol. Women
9:00 J. Forrester
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

,

6:30 Tell Truth
700 Good Times
7:30 Joe/Sons
8:00 M•A•S•H
8:30 One Day
9:00 Switch
10:00 News
10 30 P. Mason
11:30 Movie

TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 7, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPS0-6

,

.

KFVS-12

WS11-3

8730 Price Right
7:001. Orlando
0:00 Cannon
8'00 Blue KRISItf1
10:00 Reports
10:30 Movie
12:30 News

6:3) Neal. Music
7:00 Howe prairie
8:00 Mome Cristo
10:00 News Beat
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

.6

5:30 Special
8:30 News
7:00 Eagle
8:00 Baratta
9:08 Stersky
10:00 News
10:33 World Ern.
12:00 News

WNGE-2

VVTVF-5

.....

6;30 C. Camera
7:00 Eagle
8:00 Biretta
9:03 Starsky
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Movie 2
12:30 PTL Club

•

6:30 Tell Truth
7:001. Orlando
8:00 Cannon
9:00 Blue Knight
10:00 News
10:30 P. Mason
11:30 Movie

,.

TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 1976 SCHEDULE
WS1L-3
'
- WNGE-2

KFVS-12

WPSD-6
6:30 P. Wagoner
700 Grady
7:30 Cop/Kid
8:00 Med. Story
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

8:30 Wild AnIrn.
7:00 Walton'
000 Hawaii 5-0
9:00 B. Jo-nes
10,00 Reports
10:30 Movie
12.30 News

5 30 C. Pete
5.55 Weather
600 Lassie
6:30 WWII
700 B. Miller
7.30 On Rocks
8:00 Sit San Fran
900 Harry 0
10:00 News :
10:30 World Ent.

WTVF-5
--4

PI

0-

6:30 Tel Truth
7:00 Walton'
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Ironside
1130 Movie

6:30 Name Tune
7:008. Miller
730 On Rocks
EP00 Ste. San Fria,
9:00 Harry 0
10:00 Adam 12
10V 30 Movie
12:30 PTL Club

_
TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 9, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPS0-6

5't,

8.30 C. Camera
7-00 Seabed
7.30 Chico,....
9:00 Rockford
900 Pol. Story
10-00 News Beet
10 30 Tonight
1200.
Mid Spec.
.

KFVS-12 .

6:3)5, Owens
•7:00 C.Brown
8:00 Movie
10:00 Reports
to:30 Movie
12:30 News

,

_

WSIL-3'

WNGE-2

WTVF-5

5:3) C. Pete
6:30 Hof Squar
5:55 Weather
7006. Coast
8:00 Cisco Kid
8:00 Movie
'8.3) News
10.00 Adam 12
71313 Barbary Coast 10 30 movie
800 Movie
12.30 PT L Club
10:00 News
10:30 World Ent.
12:00 Movie
1:33 News
_

6:30 Tell Truth
7.00 C. Crown
SOO Movie
10:00 News
10:30 lronside
11:33 Movie
1:30 Movie
Marathon
..

,
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WANT ADS

Education Loans Totaling Over
$2.4 Million Granted, Veterans
Education loans totaling interest is deferred until nine
more than $2.4 million were months after the student ceases
granted veterans attending half-time enrollment.
school under the GI Bill during Currently, the interest rate is
the.first eight months of the new set at 8 per cent. Full payment
program, the Veterans Ad- is due within 10 years and nine
ministration reported today. months. There is no,penalty for
More than 5,100 applications prepayment.
a 3 per cent loan fee is
had been approved by the end of
the first quarter of fiscal year deducted from the face amount
of the loan to provide a fund to
1976.
The Vietnam Era Veterans insure against defaults which
Readjustment Act of 1974 are recovered in the same
provided for loans up to $600 per manner as other debts due the
academic year for eligible U.S. government, the VA
veterans to meet education pointed out.
Students may apply for
expenses. The loans are in
addition to monthly stipends education loans at the VA
regional office handling their
paid to GI Bill students.
Since inception of the school papers.
Education Loan Fund Program
in February, VA regional ofBIRD WALK
fices received more than 10,177
NEW YORK (API - Hikers
applications through Sepcan be bird watchers, too. Actember.
Magnificent
More than half of the loan cording to -The published by
Continent," just
applications have been ap- Rand McNally, the 2,000-mile
proved, the . VA reported. Ap- hiking tract called the Appals- s
provals ranged from 11 to 84 per chian Trail is also the route for
cent on a station by station one of our continent's major
,hasis. The highest approval rate avian flyways.
The new book, which depicts
was registered by the Wichita,
Kan., VA office where loans and describes 100 of America's
were granted to 235 of the 281 most scenic areas, reports that
-veterans whose applications air currents, rising from the
Appalachian Mountains below,
had been processed.
allow
a wide variety of hawks
Principal factor in deter- and other birds traveling the
mining eligibility is the com- flyway to migrate vast disparison of "actuil cost of school tances with little expenditure of
attendance" to the student's theirsarm_energy.
"total financial resources," a
VA spokesman said.
Applicants must be enrolled
at least half-time and have
sought a loan under the
guaranteed Student loan
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
program of the Higher world's most exclusive airline
Education Act of 1965. Courses is operated by the U.S. Air
must lead to a standard college Force and the American taxdegree or be at least six months, payers keep it running to the
duration and lead to "an tune of $6 million a year, says
identified and predetermined Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.
educational, professional or
Proxmire said the Air Force
vocational objective."
keeps a fleet of 23 plush jets,
Repayment of principal and which cost $66.7 million, on 24-

MEM
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
Whoa you owl topples, *gripmoot if service all Is. Qom*
h whet we know lost We hese
stoma chasers ohl other
doming orpripermst for row, or
if yev prefer we SI ciao your
carpets sod floors fir roc

75.17753

WHENEVER 41011 60 TO
ONE OF 4.100D5TOCWG
PART1E6, LOU GET ICK

(

40U ATE
THRT4
FIZZAV

r,
2

TILLIE
15 50
LUCKY
WEIGHT

BEETLE, YOU
AND I WILL
NEVER 5EE
EYE TO
EYE/

LOST LARGE orange
striped Tabby Cat with
brown leather collar.
Missing in Woods Hall. If
found call 753-5173.
Medical Building at Miami, Fla., in the downMIAMI LANDMARK COMES DOWN-Explosives bring down the Seaboard
reduced to rubble in seconds. The debris
Hotel.
It
was
Venetian
town area. The building was constructed in 1925 as the
landscaped.
space
the
will be removed and

hour call to transpert govern- today.
ness to the Air Force, this
"All they need do is call up fleece of the year should also
ment officials wherever they
want to go. He said the fleet of and request a flight," he said.
be shared by all the governProxmire, who has been ment bigshots who insist on
planes is known as the 89th Military Airlift Wing and is sta- making monthly "golden such special treatment at the
tioned at Andrews Air Force fleece" awards for government expense of the taxpayers."
waste, cited the Air Force's exBase outside Washington.
Proxmire said that-"iirthe
It will fly top government of- ecutive airline for "the fleece first 10 months of 1975, the 89th
ficials any place in the world, of the year."
made 975 flights carrying
But he added that "in fair- government
said Proxmire in a statement
as
officials
passengers at a cost of over $6
WELL, WE WERE 5I1TIN6
WHATEVER P065E%ED 404.1
AROUND WHEN ALL OF A
"Not surprisingly, 849 or 87
TO EAT THIRTY PIZZAS?
51)PDEN 60MEONE 8E6AN
per cent of these flights were
TALKING kW NE.
6./1NSIES6
undertaken for high ranking deBOOK OF Ii1ORL17 RECORP5.'!...
fense officials or those requesting Defense Department
flights."
A table he gave breaking
down the flights by departments and agencies listed about
100 of these 849 flights as congressional trips requested by
Senate and House members.
NO MATTER

WHAT SHE)
EATS, HER WEIGHT

ALWAYS REMAINSj
THE SAME

POVE!

.„ THEY

WE WERE PLOWING...IN

FOUND
Ttits 8/6, 5/1/NY worm ."

The next largest users shown
on the table were the Treasury
Department with 67 flights and
the State Department with 26.
"The most frequent single
user of this most exclusive airline in the world was William
Simon, Secretary of the Department of the Treasury," Proxmire said.
"According to Air Force
records, Mr. Simon took 58
flights the first 10 months of
1975 at a government cost of
$328,794.10. This averages out to
$5,669 a flight.
"Other frequent users have
been Deputy Secretary of Defense William Clements, thenSecretary of the Army Howard
Callaway, Federal Energy Administrator Frank C. Zarb,
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Navy Secretary
William Middendorf.
"The stupidity of this massive airlift is that in almost every case, commercial flights
were available to the same destination."
Proxmire said commercial
flights could not only save the
FRANKFORT, Ky.-State government hundreds of thouTreasurer Drexell "Drex" sands of dollars, if not millions,
Davis has announced that the but would help the depressed
state has doubled its earnings airline industry.
for overnight investments over
LOUISVILLE LIKES
last year. Overnight investment
GOOD
5-CENT COIN
earnings have topped the $4_.
LOUISVILLE (AP)million mark for 1975, making Chances are 10 to one that
over $6 million earned to date.
somebody who makes a 10-cent
The Overnight investment phone call here will use two
program was instituted by nickels.
Louisvillians and their reDavis in December,1973 as part
of a continuing effort to develop spect for the 5-cent piece are
major new sources of revenue posing peculiar problems for
the Federal Reserve Bank.
for the state.
Dimes go begging in Louisville,
Under this program, surplus while banks want to stock up
funds which had not previously on nickels.
been invested are invested
Stewart's Department Store
overnight and over the weekend confirms it; people want
in short term U. S. government change in nickels, not dimes.
securities. These investments Nobody knows why.
The Federal Reserve is fighthave provided an important
source of income, earning $2 ing back. It has asked fast-food
restaurants to give change in
million in its first year of dimes,
not nickels.
operation.

Earnings Doubled
For State Short
Investments

YOU ARE A DOVE'5
DOVE5 1'OVE'5 DOVE6- DOVE' DOVE DOVE*

HAWKS I-Law<

STOLE

IT!

Answer to Thursday s
Puzzle

Crossword Puzzler
4 ResIclue
5 Un
renc
it of Portuguese cur-

ACROSS
1 Spanish pot
5 Corded cloth

6 Sea eagles
7 Going before
in time
8 Make ready
9 Direction
10 Girl's name
l7 Slave
18 Mediterranean 11 Row
18
Harvest
vessel
19 Staff borne
20 Before
e/Pew:re*
13 Transgress
14 Hindu queen
15 Cherish as

04Gw000,DO I LOOK
AS YOUNG /MAY AS
I DID YESTERDAY'?

ig I C.AIU KEEP
THAT UP I'LL NEVER
GET OLD

by
sovereign
22F7
24 H t°Ifiish
ghtly
21 Mournful
25 Goddess of
23 Period of
,healing
time
24 Afternoon
(
26 IIPt"r
28
Bbm
PolY
29 Ancloot
27
30 Employ
heavy
31 Carpenter's
32 Opera by
tool
33 Thorough34 R
So
Vi.rd"W
otilin
and
36 Heroine
turi
' "
Frugal
39 Condensed

070 NWU WIMM
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MTUf;iR OMR MR
Mit-A PACI MEOW
000 OROELkJ
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TO-4 UM MUM an

sau

AUMMEMP.U0ORR
MAZN 6;00 41-Agii
fares
37 Men`s
nickname
38 RV
42 Play
43 Male bovine
44 Ox of
Celebes

45 Short sleep
(p1)
48 PortKo
48 Roman road
49 Bristle
50 Paradise
53 Goal

1111111111ii;iiiillillillailliill1In

4°
1P
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i.c
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admjt
for
drying
43Pennants
470.1 up
51 Two-toed
sloth
52 Repeated
easily
Run
64
55 Nitgittive .1

--I NO MORE E3OWIN'AN SCRAM'ID
THAT L MA550'EXUSE3ER `AD'CALLS THE
SHEIK r- YOURS -/Jraq!-- AS GOOD AS HE IS !I-

gis1947"..1:°N.7171Mild
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landDOWN

2
3
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LOST BLACK COW. Lost
near Midway. Call 7532539.

(AP Wirephoto)

Air forcellith Operating 'Exclusive' Air line
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6. Help Wanted
LITTLE RED HOUSE OF
CRAFTS will open at 9:30
a. m., close 6 p. m., weekdays. 1-6 Sundays. Closed
on Mondays.

loans
Available
operating capital, start
ups, expansions, etc.
$50,000 minimum. Call
David Parker, 502-7537797.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
....753-1621
Police
753-6952,
Rescue
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
,Humane Society 73-4307
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7568
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line„ ..753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times
WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.

January
Cearance

Sale
Up To

50

00 Off

King's Den

1917, 1
one
Pref(
.
cylin
spew
shift.
cond

3 Card Of Thanks

5 Lost And Found

X'M NOT ..U.J5T A
44AWK I'M A

)11.4P."-.44.4j

GLENN HELM will start a
class in macrame starting January 6. Three 2
hour sessions. Materials
furnished, student keeps
his work, $12.00 for
course. Register at the
Little Red House of
Crafts.

WE WOULD LIKE to thank
everyone in the Murray
and Dexter area who have
helped in so many ways,
when we lost all of our
belongings in the fire that
completely destroyed our
mobile home last Friday
night. Special thanks to
the members of Palistine
Methodist Church and to
the Ledbetter Baptist
Church. May God bless
each and everyone. Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Lyons and
son.

A

Proxmire

COISME3

2 ti( •

HOUSEMAID two days a
week. Call 753-2381 before
6 p. m.
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers
PLENTY OF MONEY
plus cash bonuses, fringe
benefits to mature individual in Murray area.
Regardless of experience,
airmail G. K. Read,
Pres.,
American
Lubricants Co., Box 696,
Dayton,Ohio 45401.
GOOD HOME AND PAY in
exchange
for
light
housework. Call 753-1634.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7 p.
m.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs dependable person
M-F who can work
without supervision in
Murray.
Contact
customers. Age unimportant, but maturity is.
We train. Write T. L
Dick, Pres.,Southwestern
Petroleum,Ft. Worth,Tx.
E. O. E.
WANI SENIOR Citizen for
light housekeeping and
child care. Must have own
transportation.
Possibility of living in.
Call 753-7913.
BABY SITTER, responsible person to take care
of 2 and 3 year old
children. Three days a
week. Call 753-5663.
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Storage Buildings
BUY THE best Tor less.

Se

Custom Built Portable
Buildings,
Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

tei
tu
Fl
42E

8.

12 Insurance

HONE NUMBERS
FOR Tiff
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOUOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-7916
and 753-1917.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
In
classified clisplays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the ' day
before'
publication.
All reader classified.:
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the . day before
publication.

SHIELD OF SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489
:4 Want To Buy
1971, 1971, 1972 Datsun
"510" wagon, 4 door
sedan, 2 door sedan. Low
mileage, local oar. Call
753-2575.
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1997, 19I6, or 190. Local
one owner Mustang.
Prefer small V-8 or six
cylinder engine. Three
speed or 4 speed straight
shift. Must be in good
condition. Call 753-2575.

15. Articles For Sale

38 Pet\

Another View

SHELTER

less

;TOP
'ICE
Ross
Actin

3-0489
• • -- ..
on
rn Datsun
n, 4 door
sedan. Low

I car. Call

ROY HARMON'S CAR- AWNING, CARPORTS,
SHOP. patio covers and en- PENTER
Professionals. Building, closures. Aluminum
repairing, Service Co. Call 492-8647.
remodeling,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

and can be erected in 15
minutes.8x 16 x7,and Si
14 x 6. For all your fencing
needs. Call 444-6865, A. A.
Fence
Supply,
A.
Paducah,Ky.

OLD SINGER PEDAL
sewing machine. Good
working condition. Call
753-6518.

ALCOA
SIDING, 19. Farm Equipment
Aluminum Service Co.
1195 M. F.TRACTOR, 380
Call 4924647.
hours, 11 ft. bushog,
chisel. 18' 520 disc.
W CARPETS look dull and
as
;13,500. Two 1967 300 M.F.
gr. 116, •PO CO - •••••••••••
drear, remove spots as
10.6.
•
tows 14.1.06
combines, one with cab,
/-/
•
they appear with Blue
one without.'Two 222 corn
'IT'S THE AMERICAN 1976 FARMERS'
Lustre. Rent electric
headers, one 13' grain
ALMANAC,MIN. WE COLM2N'T wRrtt OUR
shampooer. Big K, Bel
header. Both combines
'FIVE YEAR PLAN WIll-40t/T 11-1"
Air Shopping Center.
have rasp bar cylinders.
$7,000 for both. High
32. Apartments For Rent
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
clearance 165 M. F.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
diesel. Four 14" breaking
NICE FURNISHED one
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
plows.12,800. Call 489-2261
bedroom apartment. May
special cut to your needs.
or 480-2110.
be seen at 4Kelly's Pest
Call 436-2315, if no answer
TERMITE
Control, 100 South 13th.
call 753-4698.
INSPECTION
TWO 11117 FORD tilt cab
1%
diesel
trucks.
grain
NICE ONE BEDROOM
LIKE NEW 1917 edition, 18
Avoid Costly
year old Omaha 16' beds, 1
apartment, carpeted,
volume set of Compton
Nome Repairs
metal grain sides. $4,500 '
electric heat, air conEncyclopedias., Call 753for both. No hoist. One I
ditioned, reasonable.
4908.
Itellay's Termite
1967 800 Ford Tilt cab, air I
Apply at 1414 Vine.
brakes, 3 years old. 16'
& Pest Control
OAK FIREWOOD. $10.00
Midwest bed, metal sides.
VACANT. NICE LARGE
per rick. $12.50 delivered.
100 smam .3m sm....R
No hoist. $3200. Call 489furnisblkl apartment.
Phone 753-4049 after 5 p.
Ranchis.
2110 or 489-2261.
Prefer couples. 979.00.
m.
Wyo. Fish & Shrubs
Call 753-8333 or 753-7671.
Phone 753-3914
11101H11
SPECIAL 31"- CRAM FOR SALES'Tufline wheel
MURRAY MANOR for rent
LINK fence with 1%O. D. disc in excellent con753-7013
1 bedroom for persons
Call
dition.
line post, 1% 0. D. top
over 62. Rent based on
rail, and tie wires. 79
Sports Equipment
income, must be under
cents per ft. Limited to 20.
$4,100 per year. Rent
material in stock. For all
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
would be between $14.00your fencing needs call
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
$60.00 per month. Call 753444-6865 A. A. A. Fence
- trolling motor, power
8668.
Supply,Paducah, Ky.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 75324 MIscellaneous
3226 after 4.
MURRAY
MANOR
FIVE HANDMADE quilt
Apartments, one or two
tops not quilted. Old
NORTHWESTERN GOLF TWO STORY oak log barn.
bedroom, unfurnished,
design. Call after 4, 753Excellent condition. Call
Clubs, one complete set
stove
and
except
0796.
753-0870.
and bag. Graphit Driver.
refrigerator, water bill
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
paid. Central heat and air
SORRY SAL is now a
grain bed farm trailer. 2 FOR SALE MAJESTIC
conditioning. Call 753merry gal. She used Blue
woodburning
fireplaces.
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
8668.
Lustre rug and upholstery
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 4374570 or 437-4733.
cleaner. Rent electric
Call 492-8647.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
shampooer $1. Western REMINGTON MODEL
unfurnished duplex.
Auto, home of "Wishing. 1100 shotgun, 3" magnum 27 Mobile Home Sales
Available immediately.
Well Gift Shop."
with extra 23" modified
$160.00 month. Prefer
1971 TOWNHOUSE 12 x 70
barrel. Call after 5, 753married couple. Call 753ONE KING size bed and
furnished or unfurnished.
2316.
3493.
bedsprings. Call 753-8695
Furnished
$4,50O.
after 6 p.m.
Unfurnished $4,000. Call
H& R MODEL 93922 target
354-6231.
holster.
and
revolver,
16 Home Furnishings
Four months old. Call 753WE BUY USED mobile
USED REFRIGERATOR
9349.
homes. Top prices paid.
753-1356.
for sale. Call
and Spur Trailer
Saddle
1
.cd
n
22. M
Nice, furnished
Sales, Paducah. Call 442springs
box
BEDS,
TWIN
443-8226.
or
1918
to acapartments
repair
TUNING,
PIANO
and mattress, drapes and
commodate 2, 3, 4
bedspreads to match. and rebuilding, prompt
or 5 college girls.
Excellent condition, service. Rebuilt pianos NICE FOUR BEDROOM
fully carpeted, 12 x 60
$175.00. Also Maple for sale. Ben Dyer 753Close to campus.
mobile home on 1 acre lot
rocker and frostless 8911.
3
small
Also
near Coldwater, Ky. Call
refrigerator. Call 435-4383
furnished
bedroom
BALI)WIN PIANOS and
435-4591.
after 5 p. m.
house.
organs. Rent to purchase
28.
Heating
Cooling
8
Piano
Lonardo
plan.
Cleaners
urn
1 7
Company, across from
Call 753-586.5 days or
Post Office, Paris, FOR SALE 110 Volt 10,000
after 6:00
753-5108
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
BTU air conditioner,
Tennessee. Also The
and Service, 500 Maple
Sunday.
on
and
Phone 7534757
Street. New and rebuilt Antique Mall, 4th & $50.00.
m.
p.
6
after
Murray,
Sycamore,
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Kentucky.
Hour answering service.
29 Mobile Home Rentals FURNISHED APARTMENT. One or two
A' WIDE 2 bedroom, extra
bedrooms. Zimmerthan
big living room. Call 753Apartments, South 16th
9867 or 753-4171.
Street. 753-6609.
1951 Central, Quadruple 750 G.P.M. Truck. Orginal
12 x 10 TRAILER on water TWO BEDROOM duplex
lights, Siren and other miscellaneous equipment.
apartment, furnished ar
front lot, 3 miles from
Sealed bids will be received until bid opening by
$60.00 a
unfurnished. Lan 492Concord.
New
Mayor, Fire Safety Committee and thief. In8225.
month, during winter
terested parties may obtain full particulars and picmonths. Call 436-2427.
34. Houses For Rent
ture by contacting Jackie Cooper, Chief Marray
Fire Department, City Hall Building, Murray,-Ky.
0 BEDROOM all
NINE ROOM HOME, 7
42071. Phone 753-1688 Area Code 502
electric mobile home.
miles East of Murray,
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 a
near Shiloh, Highway
month. Water, garbage
1551. Bath, glassed in
pickup and lawn mowed
back porch, electric heat,
furnished. Call 753-8921.
can use wood stove, good
condition. Paneled walls.
$75.00, per month. One
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
month
in
advance.
and 12 x 60 three bedroom
Require references. Jim
n.obile homes.
electric
all
By Realtor Fred Barber
Whitlock place. Contact
Very recent models. Fully
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Rudy
Whitlock,
furnished. Call 767-4065
Eddyville, Ky. Phone
after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
..„ 3887634.
anytime.

4Me;

=11331111
FREE

For
Rent

FOR SALE

NEVER ARGUE WITH SUCCESS

way to become wealthy.'
sound
a
is
There
Win D. Rocfceleller "The
phaosophy based on the
premise "Never argue with * fortunes in the future
success. N you have the wit be made in real estate.
lohn Jacob Auor (He's a
urge to invest in real estate,
listen to what some of the little more specific)'guy on
most successtul investors the fringe and wait. /Ivy land
near a growing city! Buy real
have to say about it
Andrew Carnegie 'Ninety eastate when other people
percent of all millionaires want to tel Hold what you
become so through owning buy.'
real estate. More money has
been made in real estate
than in all industrial inI there is anything we can
vestments combined. The
wise young man or wage- do to he you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
earner invest his money in
eliep in at PURDOM
real estate."
Marshall Fief* Ilksying real 11411311MAN REAL ESTAll
estate is not only the best 407 Maple St., Murray.
way, the quiciiest way, and Phone 753-4451. We're here
the safest way, but the only to helpl

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.

36 For Rent Or Lease
NEW CARS, day, week,
month to qualify drivers.
Taylor Motors, 4th and
Poplar. Call 753-1372.

YARD SALE all day
Friday rain or shine.
4 Clark Street.
101,
Apartment B, first road
on right past Hale's Lock
Shop Dishes, towels,
wash rags, and children's
clothes.

.
•*, us *a oe
*WIIftW000d,
•

,
iftrl*HEN S'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

4ttel

'IT/5 EVEN MORE REMARKABLE WHEN
YOU CONSIDER I'M NOT RUNNiNG."

46 Homes For Sale

building with 2 car earport. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
47.Motorcycles

START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky Lake.
We have some very
choice five acre tracts on
a black top road (Kirby
Jennings Trail near
Hamlin, Ky. These can be
purchased with a low
down payment. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
753-0101-7531 or 753-7116.

1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running condition. Call 753-9168 or 4365370.

49. Used Cats & Trucits

GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
THE QUALIFIED perauction. New modern
sonnel at Guy Spann
facilities. Every WedRealty are waiting to talk
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
to you regarding your real
sharp. Easy to get te. One
estate needs. Our time is
hour from Chicago and
your time. Give us a call
next to expressway and
or drop by the ,ffice at 901
Rockford Airport. Fly in
Sycamore S:reet, 753- or drive in.. Come to
7724.
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS fair honest dealing. Open
within view of Highway 6 days. Jim Clark or
641. Estate of Alfred Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
This is a dealers auction.

49. Used Cars 8 Trucks

50 Campers

1950 WILLY'S JEEP CJ3-A
mechanically in good
condition; also, 14' John
2 h. p. Johnson
/
Boat, 91
motor and trailer, in
excellent condition. Call
489-2553 after 6:30p. m.

WE HAVE CLIENTS 1969 VOLKSWAGON
wanting II) property with square back. 1968 Pontiac
central heat and air in i.e Mans, $550.00 each.
Robertson
School Call 489-2595.
FOR RENT: place to keep
31 Want To Rent
district; (2 40 acres with
horses. Good pasture.
old house-( ash deal. Call 1970 T-BIRD, full power
FAMILY OF THREE
Barn and riding area. Call
now Wilson Real Estate, and air. AM stereo and
would like to rent 3
753-2200.
753-3263 OT ,.orne by 202 tape. New radials. Call
bedroom house or mobile
South 4th. wralls from 753-8161.
home. Rent for apSi 1.-o -.t.prk
Post office
proximately $60.00
19711 TOYOTA MARK II
month. Also interested in FOR SALE CORN fed beef
Recently rebuilt motor
with
sharecropping
approximately 700 lbs.
Approximately
60,000
someone with tobacco
Rod,'brick
Approximately January THRE'E
miles. Call 753-0820.
base. Call 753-4692.
71W, -sitaughtered in -louse, Urge corset'tot,
.
' carport; new gutters, all 1973 HORNET
Mayfield. Call 437-4733.
SPOR MARRIED COUPLE
woodwork
outside
TABOUT, 6 cylinder,
would like to rent 2 38. Pets Supplies
covered with alumintim.
power steering, air,
bedroom apartment,
Located Highway 121 and
woodgraill
side. One
duplex, or house. Call 436- 141N A RIR!), 100 00 Call
can
1836 in Coldwater.
owner. Call 753-9349.
5484
751-8944,8 to 5.
48R-2145.

302 N. Main
Benton, Ky.

PLUMBING OR ELEC- SIX WEEK old puppies,
TRIC, odd jobs we like
part Beagle, healthy and
All work guaranteed to
rolly-polly. Just in time
please. Call James for Christmas. Call 753Burkeen. 474-2357.
4307 after 4:30.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, /
2 mile east
1
of 68 and 641 intersection
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

-

-

•• ry y

q.

51 Services Offered
I 117rT
:
1..tei rtri71/11111

ELECTRICAL WIkING
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning,
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CAREcleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable
rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

WILL DO SEWING for
public. Call 753-2204 after
4 p. m.

RIME 201121
Pe St in
RAMA IT.

94
S04
REALTY CO.

ROBERTS REALTY 1956 CHEVROLET ;75.00,
or best offer. 103 Clark GUTTERING BY Sears,
located on South 12th at
Sears seamless gutters
Sycamore has five Street. Call 753-3973,
installed
per
your
Craig Ewing.
licensed and bonded sales
specifications. Call Larry
personnel to serve you
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
plus twenty years ex- 1972 FORD RANCHERO,
estimates.
27,500 miles. Excellent
clusive real estate excondition. 11,800. Edgar
perience. Call 753-1651 or
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Shirley, 753-3006.
come by our office. We
Plumbing and Electric.
like to talk REAL
No jobs too small. Call
1918
WHITE
ESTATE.
436-5642 early morning or
VOLKSWAGON, one car
late afternoon.
owner. Has 33,000 actual
2 ACRES OF flat tillable
/
161
miles. ;1,000. See at KM
land on Highway 1828
HAVING TROUBLE
Broad Ext.
(Midway Road). Call 753getting those small
7166.
plumbing jobs done?
CONGOOD
VERY
Then call 753-6614.
180$ COLLEGE FARM DITION, 1966 Mercury.
RD., a 105 x 244 log zoned $675.00. Call 753-8333.
CONTACT SHOLAR
R-4, also has a 1 bedroom
Brothers for all your
, 1.172 SKYLARK CUSTOM
apartment on property,
bulldozing, backhoe work,
other
storage Buick. 350 cubic inch
and
or trucking needs. Phone
buildings. Apartment engine, power steering,
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354fully furnished. A nice power disc brakes, air
8161 after 7 p. m.
chance to get in on a good conditioning, automatic,
investment on the, ground
white bucket seats, 2 door
ELECfloor_ You can build units hardtop, excellent con- LICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt etnow or later. total price dition. Call 753-8288 after
ficent -service. No job too
$13,600. Moffitt Realty 4:00p.m.
small. Call Ernest White
Co., 206 South 12th, 753753-0605.
3597.
1969 FORD 2 ton truck with
15' grain bed and twin
hoist. Good condition. Call
753.5612:

'Compkins Buick

CONLAKELAND
STRUCTION. Backhoe
DO
W;LL
work in vacinity of 121 HOUSECLEANING and
South and 94 South to New
window washing. Call 753Concord. Gravel, white
1979.
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call ELECTRICIAN available.
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
Reasonable rates. All
days a week.
work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work
completely
guaranteed. Call or write GOOD LESPEDEZA hay.
Morgan Construction Co. Call 474-2302.
Route 2, Box 490A,
J4 Free Gown.Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone day or night 442- PART COLLIE puppies for
7026.
Christmas. Call 753-8343.

1968 CHEVY'''. VAN, 6
NEW HOUSE,4 bedroom,3 cylinder, automatic 1975
baths, extra nice. For VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
more information, call
753-3903.
1975 CUTLESS SUPREME
10,000 miles. Call 437-4526.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at 1968 BUICK 4 doer, 1968
1302 Kirkwood. Two Pontiac Catalina, 2 door
baths, family room with hardtop, 1968 Pontiac
fireplace, utility room, Grand Prix, 2 doer harcentral heat and air, 2 car dtop. 1967 Olds Cutless.
All extra good. Call 436carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility 2427.

43 Real Estate

NEAT,COMPACThome in
county air .14ighway 464
h-as 2 hedrooing• electric
heat, partially fenced
yard, hcellent garden
spot, abundant water
supply. Priced at just
$10,500. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105-N.12th.

Authorized
Buick Dialer
for Calloway and
Marshall County

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call
753-1873 alb r 5 p. m. or
weekends.

ONE FEMALE Beagle, 5
years old. A-1 rabbit dog
$50.00. Ed Bray, phone
753-7126. Route 3, Box 25,
SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice MCC registered
dogs. I have the following
breeders. Two beautiful
silver Pekingese show
dogs with petegrees, 4
more beautiful pekingese,
nice
toy
very
4
Pomeraimns, 3 toy
Poodles. Also have some
beautiful puppies. Phone
after 7 p. in. Murray,753-

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

DOG KENNELS pre-built

6

Ith
ne

'Plies

THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
• all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 901-6428977.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

Real
'Estate

rour

.
310

X

3L11

For Complete Real Estate or Auction Service

URGER REALTY - 247-2421
oe

TERRY SHOEMAKER
AUCTIONEER - 436-5327

NOTICE
The property assessment books
are open for listing property for
county and state taxes for the 1976
tax year.
Real estate, tangible and intangible properties are the taxible
properties that are to be reported.
Tangible properties include inventory, equipment, stored grain,
vehicles, mobile homes, aircraft,
and watercraft.
Intangible properties inclr.de acnotes
receivables,
counts
receivables, stocks and bcnds in
out-of-state corporations, and
moeny in out-of-state banking institutions.
Chorlee, E. Hale
Calloway County
Property Vitiation Adm.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO price increase to
date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper
price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.

FREE PROTECTION
MORE SERVICE - BETTER RESULTS
LOWER PRICES
BULK LOADING & SPREADER SERVICE ANYTIME
Hrs. Mon.-Fri.

.

by appointment

Pb. 302-753-l933.

7:00-5:00
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
Wormy,Ky.

0
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GAO Audit Says U. S. Weapons Channeled To Israel And Vietnam

WASHINGTON (AP) — The depletion. The Army also was tanks and 500 personnel
siphoning of weapons from U.S. short 1,822 armored personnel carriers to Israel from stocks
marked for airlift to Europe in
military supplies for shipment carriers.
to Israel and Vietnam has
—The Army supplied 368 M60 an emergency.
"adversely affected overall
U.S. readiness," a secret
government report says.
The report, on an audit by
Congress' General Accounting
Office, says hundreds of tanks,
aircraft, missiles and other
weapons were taken out of U.S.
readiness stocks and turned
over to Israel after the 1973
Mideast war or were channeled
into Vietnam during the closing
years of the Indochina war.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis.,
released an unclassified
summary of the report on
Monday and other sources filled
in numbers and details.
The report says $8.5 billion
worth of U.S. military hardware
was programmed for Vietnam
and Israel between July 1972
and July 1974, the period
audited by the GAO.
It says U.S. arms poured into
an
on
Vietnam
South
emergency basis in August 1971
and June 1972. More arms went
to Vietnam starting in October
& su
1972 in a special project aimed
at getting weapons into the
country before an anticipated
cease-fire could halt shipment.
It says U.S. units' stocks also
Tight weight scissors
were depleted to replenish
for any fabric
Israeli arms after the October
"the
1973 war, concluding that
accelerated emergency support
OIL
to South Vietnam and Israel
over the past several years
adversely affected overall U.S.
readiness."
The revolt does not say how
much of the $8.5 billion in arms
Reg. 3.99 to -4.99id.
came from U.S. units' supplies,
Decorator
but details depletion of several
stocks:
—Some $314.9 million worth of
tanks, helicopters, rifles,
trucks, radar and other
yd.
equipment was diverted from
Army reserve unit stocks
during the two years. Some
1 to 5 yd. length:
$137.2 million worth was in
tanks.
—As of June 30; 1974, the
Army was short 4,43 tanks, 50
per cent below minimum
requirements, largely because
of the Israel and Vietnam

—The Air Force sent Israel
400 Maverick air-to-ground
missiles — "50 per cent of the
missiles on hand." Another 306

Shrike missiles also were
delivered to Israel, even though
the Air Force only had 22 per
cent of its own Shrike

requirements on hand.
—The Air Force also was
required to pull 34 F4E Phantom jets from active squadrons,

increasing its worldwide
Tactical Air Command shortage to 116 planes.
"... In some cases existing
shortages of critical items were
further increased. While actions
to alleviate these situations are

underway, it will be a long time
before certain items can be
replaced," the report said. It
blames the depletion of stocks,
particularly for replenishing
Israeli war losses, on lack of
Pentagon planning.
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BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS MONDAY. FOR A SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS
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Scissors

99.

Quilted Fabrics

SENSATIONAL BUY! REG.81.99 YD.

FIRE - RETARDANT
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SLEEPWEAR
FLANNEL

3" deep 341" wide
Square & Round

60" POLYESTER
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•
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KNITS

•Full
bolts,
60 wide,
"
•
02 and 3
Machine Washable
color
Patch Denim Morotranics, Jacquards
etc.
Knits,
•Dyed to
Menswear Knits
match
etc.
0411 Fancy
KCo-Ordinating Double
Fall &
Knits
Winter nits
must Go!

WORLD FAMOUS NAME BRA ND

\DECORATOR PRINTS

WINTER

WE GUARANTEE
LOWEST PRICES ON ALL
FIRST QUALITY FABRICS

wh5,
r

eNe--;---e•;-•c•Ir-tv

ahossaaloi4.11160.411:o.41164111••

•46" to 54" wide, Full Bolts
•Famous "Waverly" Decorator Prints
•Famous'"Shumaker" Decorator Prints
•Famous "Cohame" Decorator Prints
•and many, many other fine Prints.
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COMPARE THESE AT $2.99,$3.99 YES, EVEN $4.99 YD.

204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
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•Printed Type Sportswear
•Tarpoon Sultings
others
•Novelty
many, many
and
•

,
1111,111

100% POLYESTER

$144

YD.

POiVeStel'
•
Corduroy

Small quantities of gasoline can berioied or
dinary
carried in a
metal can
E False
E True
2 You have purchased an
electric appliance with a
supply cord terminating
in a 3-prong plug, but the
receptacle which you
wish to use has only two
parallel slots You should:
A. Cut off the ,third
(round) prong of the
plug.
B Fit the plug with an
adapter and connect
the green pigtail to
the center screw on
the faceplate of the
receptacle
C Have an electrician
replace the receptacle with a matching
3-spening grounded
receptacle

REG. $4.99 TEXTURED & WOVEN

• 100% Poly•otor. 00- ord.
• 1 to 10 'ford 100. Loop%
• Moo %pesos Fast.. Colon
• Os. Lamm Pros wee

• C.••••••••••••• "111•1101111 h.Chair.* fkimpomsio
• Fr. bolo,411- redo Wire 0001•10o
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Pillow forms
Foam

'
A GRAND SAVING
MOORESTOWN, N.J. (AP)
— Virtually any company can
save $1,000 per job a year from
an employe productivity improvement program, according
to Science Management Corp.
The figure is based on an
analysis of results achieved
from more than 1,700 projects
carried out by the productivity
improvement organization.
The biggest sources of low
productivity are overstaffing,
inadequate supervision and
poor work methods, noted
James A. Skidmore Jr., president of Science Management.
"The problem is worse in the
white-collar sector of the economy than it is on the plant
floor," he said.
U.S. productivity fell 2.6 per
cent in 1974, the first actual decline on record. •'How effective
U.S. companies are in reversing declines in productivity
will be a key factor in the nation's rate of economic recovery," Skidmore said.

NEW FOR SPRING! REG. $2.99 YD.

SA VE W UP TO $3.55 A YARD/
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